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ABSTRACT
Using the assumption that civilian political
predominance is desirable and necessary for political
development in Latin America, this paper seeks to explicates
the historical precedents of Latin~American militarism;
the proposition that Mexican and Chilean armed forces are
nonpolitical; and, the strategies employed by Mexico and
Chile to rid their countries of military political inter
vention, • The paper concludes that precedents for militarism
in Latin America were established in feudal Spain; that
Mexican and Chilean armed, forces are indeed nonpolitical;
and, that Mexican and Chilean strategies were generally
the same, and will most likely be utilized in other LatinAmerican countries*

v

CHAPTER•1
INTRODUCTION
Military forces have played a major political
role in the nations of Latin America,

In various coun-

-

triesf military officers have pushed aside weak civilian
governments ? and have placed themselves in positions of
pre-eminence,

John J , Johns on laments this situation and

sums it up thusly:
The influence of military officers |in. Latin ^imerica)
has played a part; in virtually all individual and -'
social relationshipss■and civilians have been
unable-to devise workable systems for permanently
keeping officers- in check and military machines
; subordinate to policy objectives.
On. occasion?
civilians have seemed to triumph, over the. soldier,
but their successes' have ordinarily been shortlived; the armed forces, with remarkable regenera
tive powers $ have .repeatedly'proved too strong:for
the social, economic,, and political institutions
of the various countries,i
This political phenomenon, on the part of the Latin-American
military,, is not new.

High ranking officers of the armed

forces have been politically predominant in this region

of the world for, mbsi of

its

history,

2

Nevertheless,

it

1, John J, Johnson, The Military and Society jn
Latin America ( S t a n f o r d C a l i f *: Stanford University Press,
1964), p® 3,"’
2 ,

I b i d ,

1

2
is not suggested here that the political behavior of the
military in Latin America has not undergone change through
timeo

Indeed, many changes are in evidence todaye
The purpose of this study is to help students of

government to better understand the phenomenon of militarism
in Latin. America0

In order to do this, the paper will seek

answers to the following questions: how did. the armed
forces of Latin America acauire the tradition of mili
tarism?; what are the historical roots of militarism?; are
the armed forces of Mexico and Chile nonpolitical, and how
do they compare?; and, what specific strategies have these
two countries'employed;to. further civilian political
supremacy?

.

The assumption, here, is that civilian political
supremacy is desirable and necessary for political devel
opment,

Many Latin-American scholars support■this assumption.

Russell Fitzgibbon, for instance; believes that civilian
'supremacy is one of the criteria for political develop
ment „

If the artied forces of Latin America are kept

subordinate to civilian authority,, there is progress and
political growtho3

According to Alexander Edelmann, it.is

3 e Russell H,: Fitzgibbon, "How Democratic is
Latin America?,n Inter-American Economic ^Aff airs, IX .
:(Spring,: 1956), p/ dP,'- See
gd^rln Lieuwen",™Generals .
vs. Presidents.(Hew fork: Frederick A, Praeger, 1964),
Po 110.
. •

a dramatic achievement to subject the military to civilian
control*^

Furthermore , Edwin Lieuwen believes that when ■

the Latin-American political .spectrum is considered as a
unit, the armed forces have stimied development;

"without

the .restraining effect of the military, populist govern
ments would probably be in power in.most Latin-American
countries today*"5
Mexico and Chile were selected for this study
because they are among the most politically developed coun
tries in Latin America; and, consequently, they set an
. example for other Latin-American countries to follow,^
Costa Rica and Uruguay are also considered examples
of Latin-American countries that have civilian political
predominance„

However, these two small, predominantly

white countries seem to be unique in their political devel
opment; and are, therefore, inadequate for the purposes
of this investigation.

Very little military intervention

occurred in Costa Rica during the colonial period; and,
4, Alexander T c Sdelmann, Latin American Govern
ments and Politics (rev, e d .; Homewood, 111,;
The Dorsey
Press, 1969), p , 184*
5, Lieuwen, The Latin American Military, a study
prepared at the request of the Subcommittee on American
Republics Affairs on the Committee on Foreign Relations,
U,Se Senate, 90th Cong,, 1st Sess, (October 9, 1967), p, 13e
6e
(New York;

Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America
Frederick A, Praeger, Inc,, 196o), p» 168,

4
having been ruled most of the time by civilians since its
independence, it does hot. have a military tradition like
the rest of Latin America*?

Furthermore, the Jose Figueres

regime completely did a w y with the military in the 1948
revolution*

Costa Rica has, subsequently, managed quite

well without its military e s t a b l i s h m e n t U r u g u a y achieved
civilian control over its armed forces toward the end of
the nineteenth century, and since that time has had little,
if any, solid tradition of military political predominancee
Along with civilian control of‘governmental affairs, Uruguay
has also experienced extraordinary economic and social
progress*^
Method and Organisation
The method of research and analysis used in this,
inquiry is threefold:
lytical*

historical, comparative, and ana

First, the method is historical in that data

was organized, described and analyzed chronologically in
order to understand the roots of military political pre
dominance in Latin America,

Second, the method is

7, Jack D„ Steele, ”Is a Solidarista Movement in
Latin America the Businessmen’s Answer to Communism?,n
Inter-American Economic Affairs, XVI (Spring, 1963), p, 50®
8* Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America,
op, cit,, p. 171,
9,

Ibid,, p, 170,

comparative, in :tha:t iiatiotial "boundaries were crossed in
order to seek elements common to Mexico and Chile, and
also those which varied with each country’s own experiences»
Third, the method is analytical in that conceptual indica
tors were used as a basis for comparing and analyzing
Mexico and Chilee
The criteria from which to judge civilian poli
tical supremacy was gleaned from ..the published works of
scholars with expertise in the area of the military in
Latin. -America,,

Five categories were selected;

1) presi

dents in uniform;,2) countervailing forces* 3) budget
figures; 4) unscheduled changes of heads of state; and,
5) military professionalism»
Edwin Lieux-jen believes that a measurement of the
phenomenon of military political predominance, or militarism
is the number of presidents in uniform who have headed Latin
American stateSo^-Q

Logically, then, this category may also

be used to indicate the degree of civilian political suprem
acy*
Countervailing groups, or forces, are also indica
tive of civilian authority.

These forces may take the

form of political parties, strong civilian leaders, or
,

r . - --

-

.

\

10, Lieuwen, “Militarism and Politics in Latin
America,” The Role of the Military in Underdeveloped
Countries, e d . John Jj Johnson (Princeton, N,
: Princeton
University Press, 1962), p., 131a

perhaps even legislatures,,

In any case, these opposing

1-X
factions may provide counterforces to militarisme
Budget figures are also indicative of civilian
political predominanceo

That is, the armed forces1 per

cent of the national revenues may reveal an increase or
decrease in political control„

According to Lieuwen, "the

most revealing indicator of civilian authority is to be
found in budget figuresc"^2
Still another category from which to judge civil
ian political 'supremacy as opposed to that of military
dominance, is the unscheduled change of heads of state0
This category has been seen to vary from a high turnover
in military dominated countries, to a low turnover in
civilian controlled countries*

In short, military revolts,

coup d $etats, and assassinations may cause unscheduled
changes of heads of statee33
The final category of indication is military pro
fessionalism, or simply "professionalism,"

According to

Samuel P, Huntington,professionalism is the vital ingre
dient involved in keeping the military out of politics,
l l e Irving L*.Horowitz, "The Military Elites,"
Elites in Latin America, eds. Seymour M e Lipset and Aldo
Solari (New Xork: Oxford University Press, 1967), p, 1586
12* Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America,
op* cit*, p* 169*
13* Willard F* Barber and G* Neale Ronning,
Internal Security and Military Power (Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 1966), p.' 249.

and leaving the process of governing to the civilians*
Professionalism is present when soldiers confine their
activities strictly to military affairs such as organizing
military units, equipping them, and training them*

"The

vocation of officership absorbs all their energies and •
furnishes them with all their occupational satisfactions«,
Officership, in short, is an exclusive role, incompatible
with any other significant social or political role*.**
The officer corps tends to be isolated and divorced from
societyc

This isolation from society renders the mili

tary "politically sterile and neutral," and at the same
time it,"produces the lowest possible level of military
political power with respect to all civilian groups*"^
Thus, Huntington believes that as professionalism within
the military increases, the more the officers are preoc
cupied with their military duties, resulting in less effort
and concern spent on nonmilitary, or political matters*
The obvious consequence of professionalism is that the
political posts of the society may be filled by civilians*
Huntington sums up thusly:

"A highly professional officer

14* Samuel P* Huntington,“ Civilian Control of the
Military: A Theoretical Statement," Political Behavior*
eds* Heinz Eulau, Samuel J e Eldersveld and Morris Janowitz
(Glencoe: The Free Press, 1956), p* 381*'
15, Huntington, The Soldier and the State (Cam
bridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard^'OnIversxty"Press,
1957), p. 84„

8
corps stands ready to carry out the wishes o£ any civilian
group which secures legitimate authority within the state0nt6
The study begins, in Chapter 2, with an historical
description of the roots of military predominance in Latin
America,,

Next, Chapter 3 is an analytical chapter in

quest of explicating the proposition that the armed forces
in contemporary Mexico and Chile are nonpoliticale

Each

category, or subsection of Chapter 3, selected for analysis,
is organized to reflect a before and, after effect.

That is,

a n .attempt has been made to show traditional Mexico and Chile
when the military was politically predominant, and contempor
ary Mexico and Chile where civilian government is said to
be supreme.

Finally, in Chapter 4, Mexico and Chile are

investigated in order to discover their transitional strate
gies:

strategies they employed to effect the transition from

military to civilian political predominance.

Chapter 5 is

composed of conclusions and prognosis.
Definitions
The term "militarism" is widely used in the literature
on Latin-American politics,

Lieuwen sees it as "military

influence, in, or preponderance over, politics, dominance of
the military caste over the society it (is} designed to protect,
and overemphasis upon military considerations in national
16,

Ibid,

budgets

and

p l a n n i n g o ” 2-7

And? Johnson sees it as

”

The

domination of the military man over the civilian, the undue
emphasis upon military, demands, or any transcendence by the
armed forces of *true military purposes5„•«> ,"18

Militarism

in' Latin Mierica, then, exists when the armed forces are the
politically dominant institution in society®

Militarism is

synonymous with military political predominance, and may
be defined as the intervention by the armed forces in the
politics of a country.

It is not to say that there are

not other definitions of the word "militarism;" i t is quite
to the contrary«,

Nevertheless, this will be the definition

as used in this study®
As it stands, however, the above definition is
still vague and requires elaboration on the terms ’’politics”
and 1’intervention«”

The word ’’politics” must be defined

in order to distinguish the political behavior of the
military from other forms of activity,

A political act

can usually be distinguished from other acts®

If a n .

individual or group assumes a role, even indirectly, in
the making of policy for the society, this role is
17®

Lieuwen, Arms-and Politics in Latin America,

18, Johnson, ”The Latin-American Military as a
Politically Competing Group in Transitional Society,”
The Role of the Military in the Underdeveloped Countries,
ed, John J, Johnson kPrinceton: Princeton University
Press, 1962), p, 91®

id
considered a political acte

According to David Easton,

u ooothe property of a social act that informs it with a
political aspect is the act's relation to the authoritative
allocation of values for a society*"^
Politics can occur on different levels of society,
and in different ways®

Individuals and groups may parti

cipate in the process of public policy through various
activities.

For example, groups known as “political parties"

seek to control the public policy-making:machinery in their
country.

They compete with other similar groups for this

very purpose.

Furthermore, interest or pressure groups,

if they are permitted, perform many political tasks.

They

attempt to influence those who hold public policy-making
positions.

Government is that part of society that is .

most involved with political action.

People holding govern

ment jobs are continually making and administering the
decisions which are binding on the rest of society,
“Intervention" by the armed forces, then, occurs
when the military demonstrates a concern primarily with
those activities referred to above as “political," instead
of their ovm professional military duties.

In short, in

this study, military political predominance, or militarism,
refers to the armed forces‘ intervention into the politics
19,
David Easton, The Political System (New York:
Alfred A, Knopf, 1953), p, 134,

of their country»

In turn, this intervention occurs when:

the military occupies the highest position in government
from which: it (the military) can make decisions which are
binding on the whole country

when there are no cotinter-

yailing civilian forces to oppose the military; when budget
figures reflect disproportionate allotments to the armed
forces; when there are unscheduled changes of heads of
state; and, when military professionalism is low*
The next chapter will describe and explicate
origines of the phenomenon of-military political predomi
nance »

CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS OF THE
MILITARY TRADITION IN LATIN AMERICA

.

This chapter is concerned primarily with exposing;
and explicating certain roots of the military tradition in
Latin America in order to answer the following question:
how did military political predominance acquire such a
foothold in Latin America that intervention became the
rule rather than the exception?

It is believed that the

answer to this question will provide insight into why,
politically, Latin America has been so plagued by. its
armed forces®
The political, military in Latin America can be
traced from feudalistic Spain to the period after inde
pendence®

Hence, this chapter will first be concerned

with Hispanic military precedents; second, with Spanish
colonial precedents in America; and, third, with mili
tary tradition after independence in Latin America®
Hispanic Military Precedents
Spanish military leaders became privileged indivi
duals in feudalistic Spain, especially during the period
of Spanish history known as the Reconquista? or reconquest
12

13
period*

It was during this period that the military assumed

the importance that was to have extreme consequences for
Latin America*
As early as 711, Moslems from North Africa finally
overran Spain*

Then for nearly eight centuries, the Spanish

armies tried to free Spain from the oppressive yoke of
the Moorish invaders*

The “infidels’1 were finally driven

out-of Spain in 1492 when the “Catholic Kings,” Ferdinand
and Isabella, reconquered the last Moslem stronghold of
Granada*

According; to william S e Stokes, this final victory •

over the Moslems was the crowning glory of eight long
centuries, of military effort.

It was during this long,

■tedious effort by the Spanish armies that "songs, legends,
poems, and other folklore as well as historical incidents
ennobled the military profession, glorified courage, and
helped to create the cult of the heroe“^As a result of the glories heaped upon them, mili
tary officers in Spain had high social status and privileges
j

usually reserved for the nobility*

Samuel E e Finer, in

his book, The Man on Horseback, emphasizes the fact that
the Spanish military had so greatly influenced Spanish
l e William S* Stokes, Latin American Politics
(New fork: Thomas x* Crowell Co*, 1959), p* 1 0 7 % cited
by Henry A „ Christopher, "The Political Behavior of the
Military in Latin America" (unpublished.Doctor8s diss,,
Northwestern University, 1964), p e 4 e

,

'

'

■■ 14

politics that even to the present day it may still be
politically predominant:
The army.is still the sole effective source of
power and authority, and that the syndicates and
the pseudo-Cortes and the Falangist Party itself
are simply civilian trappings, emanating from
and dependent on the artny„„ ,»The plain facts,,
however, are simply that the Head of State and
Prime Minister (General Franco).is also- *Head
of the F.Ee-Te' (the Falange) and 8Head of the
Armed Forceso’2
During the reconquest of Spain, adelantados,
or governors, were designated by the Grown.to rule over
areas-'newly; liberated from- the Moslems«

These adelantados

served both as military and civil governors of frontier
towns or districts defending their outposts against the
infidel. M o s l e m s J o r r i n and Haring describe this militarypolitical office as one ’’put forward in the place of King."4
In addition, it is described as the ’’Count of the March,
the direct representative of the. King, who because of his
exposed position, and in return for services rendered, was
entrusted with very extensive military, executive, and
judicial powers.li-5

York:

.

.'

2 e Samuel E. Finer, The Man on Horseback (New.
Frederick A. Praeger, 1962), ppl,-T74^T'75T '

3 e. G e- H„ Haring, The Spanish Empire in America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1947), p. 23.
4.
(New York:
50

Miguel Jorrin, Governments of Latin America
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 1953), p. 10.
Haring, op. cit.* p. 23.

'

'

•

15

Following the reconquest of Spain$ a general state
of anarchy prevailed*

The small independent kingdoms and

armies which were created during the long fight with the
Moors began to fight each other9 and went so far as to
treat royalty with contempt, and attempted to dictate terms
to it.6

Consequently, Ferdinand, and Isabella began to

centralize all the independent armies within their realm.
Heretofore, the nobility had created their own armies and
lead them into battle.

According to Roger B. Merriman,

"warfare was one of the principal occupations of mediaeval
Castile, and the special function of the aristocracy
Still, King Ferdinand, to prevent civil wars, and to relieve
the state of anarchy, placed the-armies under his direct
control.

Jean H. Mariejol sums up this point thuslys

The sovereigns Ferdinand and Isabella struck an
even harder blow at the nobility by taking away
from it control of the military orders,*«.The
military orders were a source of danger not only
to royal authority but to public peace, for every
vacancy provoked fierce rivalry that often degen
erated into civil war.
It was most important to
subordinate this power to the crown.&

6. Jean H. Mariejol, The Spain of Ferdinand and
Isabella (Hew Brunswick: '.Rutgers' University Press, 1961),
p. 263.
7. Roger B. Merriman, The Rise, of the Spanish
Empire:(New York: The Macmillan Co., 1918), p T 7225.
S.

Mariejol, op. cit.„ p. 33.

Hence, the nobility of Spain became dependents and servant
of the ’’Catholic Kings.”
As a consequence of the reorganization of the
armies, and the lack of a military frontier after the
Reconquista, the office of adelantado fell into disuse;
’’but, the title persisted as an honorary one in certain
noble families, down to the time of the discovery of Ameri
ca.”9
Spanish Colonial Precedents
The Hispanic precedents established during the
Reconquista were revived with the colonization of the New
World,

That is, the military and political powers once

held by the adelantado of Spain were conferred on the
Conquistadores of Latin America.

Diffie points out that

there was in Spain, after the Reconquista, a ’’military
Caste” which sought an outlet for its energies.

This

caste turned to the new colonies of Latin America in order
to satisfy its pursuit of glory.

There it found prestige,

wealth, and political predominance,^0
Thus, for adventurous Spanish military m e n , who
were willing to fight Indians, the Spanish Crown promised
the rights and privileges of the old adelantado.
9e

Haring

Haring, The Spanish Bopire, op. cit., p. 23,

10. Bailey W. Diffie, Latin-American Civilization
(Harrisburg: Stockpole Sons, 1945), pp"„ 34-37.

ably treats the similarities b£ the Old and New World
adelantados
With the discovery of America, it is interest
ing to observe, this medieval office adelantado
was revived in the New World0 For these newer
regions overseas were now the frontier of Castile,
In fact this new frontier was thrust upon the
Castilians just at the moment when the Moorish
frontier completely disappeared in the peninsula,
with the capture of Granada by the armies of
Ferdinand and Isabella in 1492e The distant
American frontier, then, required to be settled
and defended; it was exposed to dangers from
infidels as was the Christian frontier in medieval
Castile, And as the office of adelantado had been
used to stimulate the conquest of the Iberian Pen
insula from the Moslems, so it now seemed to
stimulate discovery and conquest beyond the Atlantic,
Other writers carry the comparison between the old
and new adelantados still further.

The privilege possessed

by the old adelantado of distributing the newly conquered
land to the conquerors, also accompanied the Conquistadores of Latin America,

The Spanish Kings granted the

new adelantado the right to carve out of his particular
province a great landed estate for himself, and to dis
tribute land and water rights to the soldiers and settlers
under his jurisdiction,^-2
Moreover, according to Haring, ’’the new adelantado
enjoyed certain special privileges, such as the receipt of
11,

Haring, The Spanish Empire, op, cit., p, 23e

12, Diffie, op, cit,, p, 60, Also see Christopher,
op, cit,, p, 11. and Julius K1ein, The Mesta (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1920), pp, 239-240,

a specified income out of the revenues of the provincej
the assignment of a great landed estate?

monopoly of

trading and fishing rights9 as well as exemption for life
from sundry taxes*«„and, he had the authority to nominate
certain ..municipal and ecclesiastical officials *

Accord

ing to Haring,.the reason for these special privileges
was as follows:
These extended powers and privileges were granted
by the crown to compensate for the contribution?
personal and pecuniary* which the ad el ant ado made,
to the expense and labor of conquest and settle
ment «, It created a sort of temporary lordship or
seigniory e e „ .And. it was used by the crown as the
cheapest and surest means of bringing about t h e .
reduction and colonization of its far-flung trans
atlantic domains „14In short * although the New World, ad el ant ado was legally
under the direct authority of the Spanish kings * he was
almost wholly independent®

In fact* he enjoyed much the

same authority that his feudal predecessor had enjoyed in
Spain, for centuries
For many years the adelantados were the only
representatives of the Spanish crown in America®

Event

ually, however, the Spanish kings felt the need to tighten
their control in the colonies, for the adelantado
13.

Haring, The Spanish Empire, op. c it®, p„ 24.

14.

Ibid.

15.

Christopher, op. cit., p. 13.

19
entrepreneurs were too independent.

Consequestly, the

Spanish monarchs sent viceroys to govern viceroyalities
established between the sixteenth and eighteenth

centuries.

The included New Spain (Mexico), Peru, New Granada, and
Rio de la Plate.1?

Hence, the independent adelantado system

was replaced by the viceroyalities.
However, the viceroy system did not eliminate the
Spanish tradition of military political predominance which
had already been transplanted in the New World via the
Conquistadores.

Quite to the contrary, the viceroys not

only continued, but reinforced the phenomenon.

According

to Chapman, the viceroys had sundry civil and ecclesiastical
posts.

In addition, "he was in charge of all military

affairs as a captain-general.

Haring places the military

16. For a detailed account of viceroys in Latin
America see Roderick Cameron, Viceroyalities of the West
(Boston:Little, Brown and Company^ 1 9 6 8 %
17. Christopher, "The Political Behavior of the
Military," op. cit., p. 13.
18. Charles E. Chapman, Colonial Hispanic America:
A History (New York: The Macmi1 iah Co. , 1933), pI 140.
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duties of the viceroys above their civil responsibilities;
Among his more important functions were those of
captain-general„ He issued instructions for the
defense of the coasts and Indian frontiers, and
made tours of inspection as occasion warranted»
General military regulatibias required ultimate
approval in Spain, but from the very nature of his
office he often acted with more freedom and initia
tive than in any other capacity * As commander-in
chief he had full charge of military justice$ and
sat as a court of appeal,..1^9
In addition to the strength which the viceroys gave
to the Spanish tradition of military political predominance^
lesser colonial officials played a part in reinforcing these
traditions o

There were captain-generals, or ’’petty vice

r o y s / 1 governors of provinces? and mayores, or officials
in charge of cities and towns.
The captain-generals were "little viceroys" because
they were stationed too far from the viceroys to be effec
tively controlled.

Howeverf the captain-generals reported

directly to the Grown, and had all the civil and military
powers, as did their "big brothers," the viceroys.

The

g o b e m a d o r , or governor, of a province was mainly: a mili
tary man.

However, the mayores, local town and city

officials, often mixed military duties along with their
civil duties <,20

•

19,

Haring, The Spanish impire, op, cita, p, 124*

20,

Chapman, op, c i t ,, p, 137e

-

'
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In essence, then9 the representatives of the Spanish
monarch, the viceroys, the captain-generals, the governors,
and the local officials helped to reinforce the military
tradition which had been transmitted to America via the
adelantado entrepreneurs0
Finally, two important precedents that seemed to
give the political military a stamp of legitimacy in the
colonies, were the fuerp mititar, and the Cedulas de

•

Preeminencios« 'These were special privileges and immuni
ties given to the military by the Spanish crown.

According

to McAlister:
The terms of the code, the enjoyment of military
jurisdiction in both civil and criminal causes
was conferred not only to officers and men of
the regular army, but also to their wives and
dependent children,, their widows and surviving,
children during the latter1s dependency, their
domestic servants 6 » «,«,21
Perhaps the most important effect of the fuero
militar was that it placed members of the armed forces above
the law,,.

“Soldiers frequently received preferential treat

ment in military tribunals«, When they found themselves
in legal difficulties, they usually sought to invoke the
fuero militar in order to appear before a military court
instead of an ordinary .court***22
21e Lyle N. McAlister, The “fuero militar" in New
Spain (Gainesville: University of Florida, 1959), p e 7 e
Also see Alexander T.•Edelraann,.Latin American Governments
and Politics (rev. ed«; Homewood, 111.: The Dorsey Press,
1969), p. 165e
22«,

Christopher , op. cit ., p. 20.

In addition to the fuero rnilitar, military men
of the regular army and their dependents enjoyed other
privileges and immunities known as preeminencios 0 or
certificates of privileges.and immunities„

With these

certificates, the members of the armed forces “could not
be called upon to assume municipal offices or. discharge
municipal responsibilities against their will* * they were
exempt from regular and special servicios (money aids
to the crown)V*

Their privileges extended to such matters

as personal debt for which they could not be imprisoned*
Their personal belongings such as arms ? horses or clothing
could not be confiscated to pay any such debt*

“Moreover,

officers and men who retired honorably from the service
were entitled to Cedulas de Preerainencios which granted

23

them for life the privileges just described and also the
fuero militaryVs„n23

McAlister sums up thuslv :

Finally, the privileges granted to the army
of New Spain were probably the most important
factor in the creation o£ the praetorian tradition
in Mexico„ The fuero militar, along with honors
and prestige associated with military service,
was a fatal attraction fo young creoles, and sons
of the best families in New Spain sought commis
sions in regular and militia regiments«,„»eDuring .
the closing decades of Spanish dominion, the
army, thus created, acquired prestige and power
as the def ender of the nation„e«and by the very
nature of its functions and constitution it was
also a class apart and so regarded itself0 The
possession of special privileges enhanced its
sense of uniqueness and superiority, and at the
same time rendered it virtually immune from civil
authority e2^
The Military Tradition After Independence
An important point concerning this time period is
that the creoles, sons and daughters of Spaniards b o m in
America, assumed military leadership, and when the wars
were over, they (the creoles) fell back on the Spanish
pattern of rule®

That is to say, the post-independence

period in Latin America found the Spanish military tradi
tions, described above, to be intact*,25

According to Haring,

the people of Latin America had long been subject to
23c McAlister, op, cite, p e 8, Also see Henry
Bamford Paries, A History of Mexico (3rd, ed.; Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Go,, I960), p, 117,
24,

McAlister, op, cit,, p g 156

25,

Christopher, op, cit,, p, 26*

•
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authoritarian military r u l e ;

'♦Accustomed to the military

government of a viceroy6 c they had no'experience whatever
in self-governmentoe0and no tradition of popular control
Alexander observes;

"Brought up in the Spanish as opposed

to the English tradition, the military leaders of SpanishAmerican independence did not believe in civilian dominance
over the military as did the military chiefs of. the United
States movementc"27
Furthermore$ the professional idleness of the postindependence military favored its (the military's) involve
ment in politics«, After the wars of independence, the
Latin-American military leaders no longer saw a defense
function for their armies„

In short, the military had

no professional outlet for their energies, so the tradi
tional political role they had inherited from the Spanish
viceroys fell easily into playe

And, therefore, military

officers were more interested in. political dominance over
the civilian authorities than in performing "the essential
tasks of organizing, equipping, and training the military
forces; planning the activities of these forces; and direct
ing their operation,, „e 0"28
2 6 0 C® H e Haring, "Introductory Comments," The
Struggle for South America, by J e F e Norman (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co„, 1931), p e 9®
2 7 e Charles 0 S Porter and Robert J» Alexander,
The Struggle; for Democracy in Latin America (New fork:
Macmillan Go», 1961), p, 1 5 0
28o
jpo O2 o-

H u n t i n g t o n The Soldier and the State, op® cit.,
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Henceg, in the early days, after.independence, civil
ian leadership was unable to make substantial progressc
The roots of the military tradition were too deeply planted»
The oligarchy of church* military* and landowner* endowed
with a great deal of power* wealth, and position* was anxious
to maintain the status quo.

Militarism, already well

established in the system and ingrained in the general way
of life, was a sure means of retaining this position. The
military rulers were not only politically predominant,
but they possessed the weapons of war as well,

’’They were

the final arbiters between conflicting elements in the new
societies of Latin America,

Since the tradition of mili

tarism favored their continued social and political
predominance* they acted as the guarantors of this tradition,"29
Although the new Latin-American governments were
under pressure of democratic thought from the north* little
evidence indicates that they actually embraced the demo
cratic influence.

While written constitutions hopefully

expressed certain democratic sentiments, the "real" con
stitutions were dominated by the military and overshadowed
much of the idealized democratic
29,

p r o c e s s ,

Christopher , op, cifc,». p» 32,

3 0 o George I, Blanksten* "Constitutions and the
Structure of Power," Government and Politics in Latin
America, e d . Harold E . "Davis "(New York: The Ronald Press
Co., 1958), p e 227«,
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Finally, perhaps one of the overriding factors
favoring the perpetuation of military political predominance
after the Wars of Independence was the existing social
stratification.

According to Tannenbaum, the aristocrats

of ,Latin America have always had the “paternal concept
that the poor must always be poor, that the servant must
always remain a servant,“ ahd such a view “has made the
gap between 'upper1 and 'lower' very great indeed,“^3The generals who led the Latin-Ameriean armies to victory
shared the top levels of rigidly structured societies
with high-ranking churchmen and rich landowners,

This

social order was the same that existed in Spain and was
transferred to Latin America by the conqulstadores, the
viceroys, the captain-generals, and others.

Thus, the

social structure of sixteenth-century Spain became the
model for Spanish America,
At the top of the caste system was the Spanish
aristocracy (the so-called “white" class) known as peninsulates.

These were those who held, the highest rank:

viceroys and captain-generals.

The creoles, the sons

and daughters of the peninsulares, were also considered
“whites,“

however, they made up the lesser nobility and

were denied some of the privileges reserved for the
31, Frank Tannenbaum,. Ten Keys to Latin America
(New %ork: Alfred A, Knopf, •196zT^~pp'J‘~51-520
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colonial governors =,,,->2

So9 the most prized positions avail~

able to the creoles were in “the civil service, the militia,
t h e ‘church, and the u n i v e r s i t i e s , S t i l l later, according
to Stokes, many of them began careers in law, medicine,
business, and estate ownership*3* •
Next in the social scale, below the “whites,” were
the mestizos, a class made up of individuals with mixed
blood*

In the colonies, the mestizos were denied poli

tical roles, university training, and.commissions in the.
militia.

They were previously an urban class, and were

.

found keeping small shops and working as both skilled and
unskilled laborers*35
The Indians were the lowest class, and Negroes
were slaves during the colonial period.

After independence.

326

Christopher, “The Political Behavior,“ op, cite

33,

Ibid,

Po 45*.

34,
PPo 6-7:,'
35,

'

Stokes, Latin American Politics, op. cit.«,
r— T—
■
Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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the same social strueture continued to exist in the newLatin-American nationse

Dozen believes that:

The wars of independence were liberal in the
sense that they resisted centralized authority in
favor of freedome But the creole leaders of the
Latin American secession movement sought freedom
for themselves and for their class...their object
ives were primarily political, not social. Most
of them were not motivated by. concern for the local
Indian, Negro, and Mestizo....The Latin American
wars of independence were not, like the French or
more recently the Mexican and the Russian revolu
tions, internal revolutionso
They were political
in. character, not social. They did little to
change the prevailing social system...
Thus, the only change that occurred in the social system
due to the wars of independence, was that most of the
peninsulares left the colonies, and were replaced at the
top of the social scale by creoles.

Hence, the social

position of the masses after independence isolated them
from the political center, and thus the environment was
sustained in which the new creole military elites were
able to exercise political control as did the military
elites in Spain and her colonies.
Summary
Certain military precedents were set in Spain
in which military leaders coupled political responsibilities
with those considered '’purely'1 military.

And, to a large

extent, the Spanish military.enjoyed certain privileges
36/e Donald M. Dozen, Latin America: An Interpre
tive History (New:fork: McGraw Hill Book Co., inc., 1962),
p. 235e.
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and immunities which set them apart from the civilian
societyo
The military tradition was carried to Latin America
by the representatives of the Spanish monarchse

The creoles,

even after independence, still retained the military tradi
tions which they had inherited from the Spanish*
Democratic civilian political authority was given
some lip service in written constitutions, however, the
military tradition along with the rigid social stratifi
cation gave way but little to weak democratic thrusts*
However, the hope of democracy and solid civilian govern
ment never ceased to exist in Latin America* In the
twentieth century there has been progress towards elimina
ting military political predominance*

Where this progress

has occurred, the old military tradition seems to have
undergone real change*

However, despite such progress,

military political predominance is still common in most
Latiii-American political systems*
Thus, in some areas of Latin America, militarism
has survived in the traditional sense, with little evidence
of change*

However, in other Latin-American countries

such as Mexico and Chile, the tradition has undergone
change*.

This change in the Spanish tradition of military

political predominance in these two countries, concerns
the remainder of this study*

CHAPTER 3
MILITARY POLITICAL PREDOMINANCE .
VERSUS CIVILIAN AUTHORITY; IN'-MEXICO AND CHILE'
There are three groups of countries in Latin Ameri
ca, each representing a different stage of militarism0
They are:
political*

the political, the transitional, and the nonThose in the political stage are traditional*

that is to say, they suffer from the Spanish tradition
of military political predominance*

On the other hand,

those in the nonpolitical group "include those countries
in which the armed forces have completed, or virtually so,
their transition from dominant factors in government to
a politically neutral professional status„n^
This chapter is concerned with explicating the
proposition that Mexico and Chile have transitioned from the
political to the nonpolitical stage*

Thus, a comparison is

made in relation to their political and nonpolitical stages*
These stages, as applied to Mexico and Chile, are compared
within the five categories-previously discussed:

presidents

in uniform, countervailing forces, military budgets, unsched
uled changes in heads of state, and professionalism*
1*
(New fork:

Edwin Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America
Frederick A e Praeger, Inc«, I960), p 6 158*
30
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Presidents,in Uniform
.Mexico
Political Stagee

From independence in 1822, until

after the Revolution, Mexico was literally plagued with
military presidents*

Hundreds of armed uprisings festered

the political stability of the new republic *

According to

Lieuwen, ’’politics was a game played with swords and guns,
and the victors, more often than not, claimed, the treasury
as their spoil*”2

Based on the list of Mexican presidents

and rulers in Webster’s Biographical Dictionary and Los
Gobernautes De Mexico, there were approximately 67 presidents
who served during this period®

43 of them were actually

generals in uniform, and most of the remaining 24 had had
military experiencee3
Most of these generals ascended to the presidency
by way of devastating military power struggles®

Probably

no country in Latin America has suffered more deeply from
such conflicts than has Mexico*

In this one republic were

compounded nearly all the evils.usually associated with
undisciplined armies.

"The word

’army’ in the popular

mind more often than not was associated with crime, violence,
2 e Lieuwen, Mexican Militarism;
The Political Rise
and Fall of the Revolutionary &rmy':1910-194o' "(Albuquerque:
The University of New Mexico Press" 1968), p * x i e
3* Webster’s Biographical Dictionary (Springfield,
Mass.; G & G Merriam Go., Publishers, 19664', and Manuel
Rivera Cambas, Los Gobernautes De Mexico, I~V1 (Obra
Prologad a y Continued a. por Leonardo Pas quel).

'
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ignorance and corruption„M

Helen M c Bailey and Abraham

P 0 Nasatir express the opinion that this violent political .
stage in Mexico is reflected in its three most illustrous
presidents:

_

Dovm to 1910 Mexico’s history may be told
through the lives of three famous leaders.,-a
creole ’opera-bouffef figure named Santa Anna,
an unsmiling Indian lawyer of high integrity
named Juarez, 'and a benevolent and paternalistic
tyrant of mestizo blood named Porfirio Dxaze In
and around the story of these three, other figures
rose and fell in brief presidential terms,».
Needless to say, the exploits of Antonio Lopez de Santa
Anna,, alone, would fill volumes.

However, a succinct

.

synopsis oh the two.uniformed presidents, Santa Anna and
Draz, will yield the flavor of Mexico’s political stage,
Santa Anna was president of Mexico, seven different
times.

His oscillations to and from the presidency spanned

nearly three decades, from 1833 to 1855,6

His promotion

to high military rank epitomizes that of many caudillo
leaders in Mexico,

On March 29, 1821, as a young.lieu

tenant .in the Spanish army, he was.sent to fight Iturbide's.
independence aray.

By midnight, he had not only joined

4, Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America,
op, cit,, p, 101„
'
''
5, Helen M, Bailey and Abraham P, Nasatir, Latin
America the Development of its Civilization (Englewood
Cliffs,. New Jersey: Prentice Hall, .Inc,, 1968), p e 333,
6,

Webster1s Biographical Dictionary, p, 1695,

the eebejes* but they had made him a colonel*

For years

to come Santa. Anna would change his mind, his own plans,
and his nation’s plans in order to suit his own purposes,,
Santa Anna's comic, yet tragic career is well described
in the following:
He followed his troops in the war against Texas,
taking with h i m .an elaborate retinue including
a carriage full of fighting cocks* Later in
Mexico he took part in skermishes against French .
troopse»„and lost.his leg* Then he proceeded
to have the dismembered limb buried with pomp
and a funeral:discourse said over it .«
always
used his wooden leg to arouse sympathy and to
publicize his patriotisme Years later angry
crowds dug up the bones of the lost leg and
dragged them through the streets*. Under his
Constitution of 1836*..sometimes called con
stitutional despotism, he :ruled as virtual
dictator, taking mistress after mistress, while
he is.said to have maintained a large bodyguard
to protect himself from his previous mistresses
or their familiese7
Porfirio Diaz is second only to Santa Anna as an
infamous president.

Diaz was on the Juarez side, fighting

against Santa Anna, in the "War of Reform," and he also
backed Juarez in the Maximilian episode.

Nevertheless,

Tucker notes that "Diaz rose to power on a military coup
and a program of no re-election, but the last was soon
forgotten.

It is debatable how much his regime, rested

on bayonets and how much on ideals and a plan for national
economic advancement."8
7e

Bailey and Nasatir, op. cit., pp. 334-335.

8 e William P. Tucker, The Mexican Government Today
Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1957), p. 13.

Porfirio Pxas was president of Mexico four differ
ent times, spanning t h e .period from 1876 to 1911*9

This

era of. Mexico’s political stage was indeed a dictatorial
dynasty, backed by military force,

Bailey, Nasatir and

.others justly describe this period as "The Age of Djfazpotism,"^^

The occurance of so many presidents in unifoami,

and the almost total domination of caudillo presidents,
such as Santa Anna and Diaz, are truly indicative of Mexico
political stage.
Nonpolitical Stage,

This era o f ,Mexico1s political

development began just after World War II,

Since that

time, there have been no presidents in uniform,

Miguel

Aleman Valdes in 1946, Adolfo Ruiz Gortines in 1952, Adolfo
Lopez Mateos in 1958, and Gustavo Diaz Ordaz in 1964 Were
all civilian presidents.

According to Lieuwen, "By the

time of the 1958 elections there were simply no more revo
lutionary generals left who could be considered serious
presidential candidates,,,,For the first time, no uniformed
presidential hopeful appeared inside the ranks of the
official

party,

"IT

Needless to say, this situation con

trasts greatly with Mexico’s century long struggle with
military presidents,
9,

Webster’s Biographical Dictionary, p, 1695,

10,

Bailey and Nasatir, op, cit,6 p., 343,

11,

Lieuwen Mexican Militarism:, op, cit,, p* 146,
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Chile
Political Stages

While Mexico’s political stage

spanned nearly a century$ Chile’s lasted less than two
decades from ISIS to 18310

During this period, Chile was

virtually ruled by the military through eleven different
presidents6i2.

Two men stand but as prominent military

leaders during this era:

Bernardo O ’Higgins, and Ramon

Freire0
In 1818 Chilean troops and ships went north to
fight for San Mart£n in Perue

At this time, O ’Higgins was

accepted as Chile’s ruler, and he declared himself ’’Supreme
Dictator*"

The constitution written in 1822 extended his

personal dictatorship for another ten years»

0 ’Higgins’

reign as dictator was, however, somewhat different in con
trast to Santa Anna’s in Mexico
0 ’Higgins, forbade cockfighting, gambling, reli
gious processions, and games, of dice * 6*he launched
a campaign against the inheritance of land by
primogeniture=»* *Sternly enforcing safety of
travel on Chile’s roads, he created a strong cen
tralized police force*».with very progressive
ideas for education, newspapers, schools
O ’Higgins still planned to achieve these things
by personal power alone*1^
Despite his good intentions, these reform ideas had. a nega
tive effect on his popularity.

In particular, the

12.

Webster’s Biographical Dictionary, op. cit.,

13.

Bailey and Nasatir, op. cit., p. 386.

14.

Ibid.

p. 1693.
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prohibition of cockfights and bullfights did not endear
him to the lower classes 0
General Ramon Freire was a soldier and a gentle
man; however, he lacked the qualifications for political
leadership,

"Like most military men, he could, not fathom

the intricacies of politics, and did not possess the
attributes necessary to be an effective head of state,
In 1822, Freire was able to gain the support of
the military mainly due to the fact that the army had
not been paid for months.

Furthermore, when the news of

O ’Eiggins* plan for a ten year extension reached him,
Freire set up a new .junta, and forced O'Higgins to
resign rather than face civil war, .The significant point
hefe is that Freire’s military leadership was "the ‘stormy
petrel’ of the period;” and he fell into the same dicta
torial' pattern as had O ’Higgins,

Freire, unfortunately,

was even less talented, politically; than O ’Higgins, and
by 1830 the country was in a state of social, economic,
and political chaos*^?

In short, then, Chile’s political

stage was completely dominated by traditional military
presidents; however, it lasted but a short time,
1 5 e Frederick H e Nunn, "Civil-Military Relations
in Chile, 1891-1938” (unpublished Doctor’s dissertation,
University of New Mexico, 1963), p» 6 e
16,

Ibidc, p e 10*

1 7 c Bailey and Nasatir, Latin America the Develop
ment of its Civilization, op. cit., pp. 386-387,
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Nonpolitical Stage<,

Chile's nohpolitical stage

seems to have begun in 18300

Indeed, most of the nine

teenth century was characterized by civilian domination .
of the military«,

Still, in consequence of the Civil War

of 1891, t h e ;armed forces involved themselves in politics
once again0

The year 1934 may be regarded as the beginning

of Chile's contemporary nonpolitical, stages

According to

Chile’s President Alessandri, in 1934, the armed forces
could be considered "what, they were in the past."

That

is, they were once again elements of order and respect,
and supporters of the fundamental institutions of the
nation.18
Unlike other Latin-American:countries, military
presidents have not been common in Chile.

Gil notes:

"The fact that President Ibanez (1952-1958) was a general
was only incidental to his political career:

of the last

seven chief executives, he was the only one who was a
military man.
Countervailing Forces
Competing forces affect the political power of the
military.

Such competition may emanate from within the

military establishment itself.
IS.

However, little is yet

Nunn, op. c i t ., p. 317.

19.
Chile (Boston:

Federico G. Gil, The Political System of
Houghton Mifflin C o . , 19667^ pT~940
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known about such factional rivalryc

The effect provided

by external forces seems much clearer„

Hence, military

primacy may vary with the number and strength of external
forces such as autocratic rulers, civilian bureaucrats,
political parties, and legislatures,,
Mexico
Political Stageo

/ ■

Benito Juarez headed;the only

real civilian autocratic era of reform during Mexico’s .
political stage of militarism.

After bitter wars with

conservative armies, Juarez was elected president in 1861»
Although at the time, Mexico was prostrate with an empty
treasury and heavy debt claims from European governments,
Juarez was able, to make a significant dent in militarism.
He fathered the Ley Juarez, which abolished the special
courts and privileges extended to the military.

This law

was a departure from the established military tradition of
the creole aristocracy who ruled Mexico in colonial

fashion

Putting an end to military political power was dear to
Juarez’s heart.

Nevertheless, after his death, the military

regained its political predominance.

Benito Juarez’s

20. Laurence I. Radway, ’’Militarism,” Interna
tional Encyclopedia of the Social. Sciences, ed. David L.
Sills & Vol..X. (United. States of America; "The Macmillan
Company & Free Press, 1968), p. 302.
21.

Bailey and Nasatir, op. cit., p. 339.
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triumph over the mi1itary made him Mexico’s first legitimate
civilian ruler,,22
Civilian bureaucrats, who opposed the military
in Mexico’s political stage, are filed in the Revolution- ',
ary archives under the label, ngoodeu

According to

Brandenburg, “the leading personalities of 1810-76 are
neatly filed under the two obviously oversimplified labels
of ’g o o d ’ and ’bad,*

’Good’ contains those who were

liberal Masons, small bourgeoisie, federalists, republicans,
anticlericalse„ e:„n2^

Those labeled "good" were few in

comparison to the number of "bad,” which included "churchme n , intriguing foreigners, foreign military leaders,
traitors«,=,and racial supremacistse"2^
Brandenburg lists; Miguel Ramos Arizpe, Valentjun
Gomez Farias , and Juan Alvarez, as being among the more
famous of the "good" figures*

Arizpe renounced the

priesthood in favor of a. political career, And became,an
outstanding opponent of the oligarchy.

He.was sent as

one of New Spain’s delegates to the Cadiz parliament in
1812.

There he had a hand in drafting the new liberal

Constitution for Spain.
22.

He was soon jailed by King

Tucker, op. cit», p. 13.

2 3 e Frank Brandenburg, The Making of Modern Mexico
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-HallT^^n^''^ 1 9 6 4 T ^ p p Z 31-32»
■24,

Ibid e, p. 33.

Ferdinand as a liberal subversive 0

On his return to Mew

Spain, Arizpe took up the fight against the monarchists*
After independence he a s s m e d a cabinet post in the first
republican government of Mexico*

Of all his contributions,.

Arizpe is most famous for his work in drafting Mexico8s
liberal Constitution of 1824, which was roughly patterned
after the United States8 Constitution*
Gomez Farias gave up his profession in medicine in
order to oppose militarism*

For three years he led the

liberals in his new, political career, and then in 1833, was
made vice-president«.

From 1834 until 1846, he became act

ing president whenever that post was left vacant due to
.Santa A n n a 8s oscillations in and out of office*

"Farias

is '.acclaimed today for his liberal; ideas on public educa
tion, clericalism, special privileges and militarism«n26
Finally, Juan Alvarez is noted as a champion
opponent of militarism*

.

Ironically enough, he was -a'-tnili-;•

tary caudillo himself«, When "'Santa Anna was ousted from the
'
/
■■■. "' ' '
presidency in 1855, Alvarez served as one of the acting
presidents*

His short time in this high office was long

enough to pass the anticlerical laws of Juarez*

25*

Ibid *, p e.33*

ft was

this feat that really ushered in the period Imown as the
Reform (1855-76)027
Political parties in the contemporary sense of the
term hardly existed in Mexico until after 1900e

However,

during the political stage there were two main competing
groups, the Centralists and the Federalistse

Tucker

notes:
The Centralists were conservatives, represent
ing the professional soldiers, the c h u r c h l a r g e
landowners, and wealth and. power inherited from
colonial days0 The Federalists were liberals,
representing the middle class,,merchants, and
anticlericals.
The liberals were behind the
Reform laws and the anticlerical regime of
Benito. J u a r e z 28
Furthermore, the groups that arose during the Diaz
era lacked the prestige of modern political parties0
According to Tucker, "After 1908, a few groups arose
like Madero‘s Liberal Opposition Party and the Consti
tutional Progressive Party--none of them allowed by the
Diaz dictatorship to become strong, well-knit parties
in the modern sense of the term»"29
Legislatures fared no better than did the indivi
dual Federalist against militarism in Mexico's political
stage.

For instance, in both the 1823 Congress and the
27,

Ibid,, p* 34,

28e

Tucker, The Mexican Government Today, op, c i t ,

29,

Ibid,, p c 42,

p, 410

Constitutional Convention of 1824, battles raged between
Centralists and Federalistsv

l't'om 1823 until 1872, liberal

legislators opposed the Centralists, but time and time
again military backed caudillos had the final word0
Despite the efforts made by the Federalists, the
Centralists were able to muster the support of the oli
garchy «

With caudillos such as Santa Anna on their side,

the Centralists were able to have their own way in the
legislature, by force if necessary„

Thus, the counter

vailing forces in political Mexico were completely
inadequate to oppose the ruling oligarchy.

The existence

of only one autocratic ruler, Benito Juarez, and few oppos
ing civilian bureaucratsj the absence of permanent political
parties; and centralist domination of the legislature were
all factors indicative, of Mexico’s political stagee
Nonpolitical Stage*

The real concentration of power

and influence in contemporary Mexico is vested in the presi
dent 0

Such.authority is expressed by Frank Tannenbaum;

“The President is the government, and all discussion of

Mexican politics must assume that f a c t L i k e w i s e ,
Tucker notes:
The Senate, approves presidential appointments
of consuls, diploraatid officials, and colonels
and higher officers of:the; armed forces» Removals
are at the discretion of the President„ He
appoints judges of the superior court00»SA very
effective and frequently used power of the Presi
dent is that of replacing state administrations
of which he disapproves.*,.The President's mili
tary powers are extensive.„.in addition to his
powers of appointment mentioned above, the chief
executive has the power ’to dispose of the per
manent armed land, sea, and air forces for the
internal security and external defense of the
Federation. ’-SI
Thus, since World War IX, presidents of Mexico have been
vested with the power necessary to dominate the military.
As noted earlier, few civilian bureaucrats opposed
militarism in nineteenth century Mexico.

The oscillating

army factions promoted personalism and spoils politics.
However, today Mexico’s government has total support
from its civilian bureaucracy.

Data on their actual

political power.is scant, due in part to the high degree
of centralization of authority in the

P r e s i d e n c y

.^2

Nevertheless, there has been substantial ’’carry-over” of
top-level personnel from one presidential administration
30 o. Frank Tannenbaum, Mexico, the Struggle for
Peace and Bread (New Xork: Alfred a . Knopf, 1951), p. 84.
31.

Tucker, op. cjt.V pp. 104-105.

32.

Ibid.* p. 125.
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This effect has solidified civilian political

power and made it a formidable countervailing force0
The powerful civilian elite in Mexico is known as
the nRevolutionary Family0"

Some insight concerning the

nature of this elite group was offered in 1961 by Senator
Manuel Moreno Sanchez:
I wish to affirm vigorously and courageously that
an oligarchy supported by the people governs 'in
Mexico? an. oligarchy that has made possible, the
leading of the nation into developmenteevthe dif
ference between the Mexico elite and others is .
that ours is a {civilian revolutionary minority*
while others in Latin America, are of a military*
clerical* l arge.agricultural,^or of a simple
industrial-financial type,„ee33
As noted earlier, permanent political parties were
nonexistent during: Mexico’s traditional era.

Following

the Revolution there was an absence of organized politics
in Mexico; however* after the assassination of President
elect Alvaro Obregon in 1928, a crisis developed that
gave birth to the institutional Revolutionary Party of
Mexico* or P eR el e

In 1929* it was known as the National

Revolutionary Party* or PNR,

.

Still later* it was reorgan

ized and took the name of the Party of the Mexican
Revolution* or PRM,

This ’’official party” was composed

of military* labor* agrarian* and popular sectors.
in 1940 the military sector was dropped.

However*

Subsequently*

33, Brandenburg, The Making of M o d e m Mexico,
o p „ cit,, p 6 3,

’■
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after World War IX, the party changed its name to the
present designation c,5^
It appears that the role of the PRI in Mexican
politics is subject to controversy.

For instance, Robert ...

E, Scott views the party as a dominant, nonauthoritarian
party~=»an aggregator of interests,,3^

Brandenburg, on the

other hand, believes that the PRI is nothing but an append
age of the executive branch of g o v e r n m e n t F u r t h e r m o r e ,
Padgett sees the party as facilitating final, decisions
’’emanating from the President’s circle*"3^
Inspite of differing opinions, the "official party”
of Mexico is both permanent and prestigious«,

It is a force

which did. not exist in Mexico’s political stage.

In addi

tion, Mexico has opposition parties, the most noteworthy
being the National Action Party, or PAN; the Popular Party,
or PP; and, the Communist Party, or PC»

(Pan is the strong

est of the permanent opposition parties,)3^
34* .A s Curtis Wilgus, Historical Atlas of Latin
America (New York: Cooper Square Publishers, Inc,, 1967),
pe 191o
35, Robert E* Scott, Mexican Government in
Transition (Urbana, 111*: University of Illinois Press,
1959), p* 146*
.
36*

Brandenburg, op* cits , pp* 3-7*

37* . L* Vincent Padgett* The Mexican Political
System (Boston: Houghton Mifflin'Company, 1966j , p« 48*
38*

Tucker, op* cita, p* 59*

Interestingly enough, appointment to contemporary
national legislatures in Mexico is similar to "old tradi
tional spoils" systems»

Brandenburg notes:

Division of the spoils of the federal legisla
ture is a principal responsibility of the presidentdesignate during his presidential campaign:
Three
years later, as President of Mexico, he again decides
on the membership composition of the Chamber of
Deputies.
In all, 60 senators (two from each state
and from the Federal District) enter the upper
house for a six-year term, and 178 deputies (based
on total population proportioned among the spates)
enter the lower house for a three-year term.^"
Hence, the legislature can be stacked to reflect the views
of the "official party," and the "Revolutionary Family"
headed by the President.

Such are the overwhelming civil

ian countervailing forces in contemparary Mexico.
Chile
Political Stage.

Civilian autocratic rulers such

as Mexico’s Juarez, who had the strength to oppose mili
tarism, never existed in Chile’s political stage, nor did
there exist such civilian bureaucrats.

From independence

in 1823 until 1830, the country was dominated by militarism
As noted earlier, Chile was dominated by military dictators
during this period, and even O ’Higgins’ reforms ended in
revolt.

39.

Brandenburg, op. cit., p. 155e
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iNo permanent political parties existed in Chile's
political stage| however, the renunciation of O'Higgins
marked the appearance of two political "tendencies" which
later became Chile's first political partiesc

One of these

movements favored a republic, free and democratic, and with
liberal institutionse

The second movement demanded a strong

centralized government, and called for a system which would
not break with colonial traditions0

The second group was

conservative, "one which would not modify the existing .
structure of society, and which, in short, would not be
different from the one maintained under Spanish control
Supporters of the first tendency, became known as "liberals"
or pipiolos (liberals or novices)e

On. the other hand,

supporters.of the conservative tendency, became known as
pelucones, or "bigwigs,"

It should be pointed, out here,

that the liberal group was actually gaining political support
during this time period; this movement eventually ushered
4*1.
Chile, into the transitional stagee
There seems to be little information concerning
the Chilean legislature prior to 18301

HoweVer, there is

some evidence that Congress opposed the military on differ
ent occasions e

When Freire was accorded dictatorial powers

40s

Gil, The Political System of Chile, op« cit„,

41*

Ibid*

p 0 360
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iti 1823? he called for the election of a new congress0

In

Aprilj 1825? the Santiago garrison, commanded by colonels,
demanded action from the government®

Apparently, the gar

rison had not been paid for several months; consequently,
the colonels threatened to march on the countryside in
order to find food*

In response to this threat, Congress

reprimanded the Colonels, and went on record saying that
the army had no right to pay while other civil employees
remained; unpaid et2;
Still another episode of Congressional opposition
occurred in 1827 when: Colonel Enrique Gampino plotted and
took command of the troops in Santiago®

Assuming the airs

of Chief of State., he demanded loyalty from Santiagoe
However, the revolt was viewed with little importancee

When

Congress asked Gampino to return his troops to their barracks,
he entered the congressional chambers on horseback with a
company of infantry, and called upon Congress to dissolve
itself®

To his.surprise,.his .request was refused*

He. then

ordered his men to "point .'their guns at the legislators :”'
the chambers emptied quickly, and Gampino retired*

Congress
A3
then reassembled and called upon Freire to take power*

42* Nunn, ’’Civil-Military Relations in Chile,”
op* cit®, pp* 12-13®
43.

Ibid®, .pp. 15-16.
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These episodes demonstrate that there existed ele
ments of civilian opposition in the early congresses of
Chileo

Neverthelesss the total picture indicates that the

military meddled in politics, and civilian countervailihg
forces lacked strong leadership until Diego Porfales led
their cause in 1831*
Nonpolitical Stage6

Vibrant rulers and strong

bureaucrats^seem to be absent in Chile’s contemporary stage*
Even General Carlos Ibanez del G a m p o :failed to reappear
with much political prestige.

From 1924 until .1931, Ibanez '

had ruled Chile with an iron hand*

Such a dictatorship had

not been seen by Chile since before 1 8 3 0 Nevertheless,
when Ibanez re-entered the political sphere in 1952, things
were different*

Nunn states that., ’’Ibanez found that being

President was far more difficult than being dictator-President*

His contacts with the armed forces proved disastrouse

The Chilean tradition of democracy, re-established in 1932
and further strengthened since 1938, proved a determined foe
against military intervention*”^
It seems safe to conclude that cabinet officials
would not provide a counterforce to powerful military
44* For an account of the Ibanez dictatorship
see Clarence H* Haring, '’Chilean Politics, 1920-1928
Hispanic American Historical Review, XIII, 1 (1933), .
pp* 197-203*
45*

Nunn* op* cit* * p* 355*
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elements0

Accounts demonstrating the political power of

individual public officials, in contemporary Chile, are
rare indeed«, Furthermore, there is evidence that such
officials are appointed and dismissed with regularity<,
For example, while Alessandri was president, Minister Salas .
Romo was dismissed twice; during Aguirre Cerda’s adminis
tration, the Minister of Interior was impeached; in 1940
the Minister of Interior was forced to resign; and, in 1945
the Comptroller General was removed on grounds of neglect
While Mexico has the "official party1’ poised as
a counterforce, Chile has parties distinctly aligned into
three main blocs:

"the Right, the Center, and the lefto"

Chile’s multi-party structure contrasts greatly with Mexico’s
dominant "onee"

Indeed, C h i l e .is comparable to many Euro

pean countries e

Such a comparison is noted by Gil;

The resemblance of the Chilean party system to that
of much of Europe and particularly toc„„France.dur
ing the Third and Fourth Republics is striking,e»6
Students of comparative politics„,care prone to com
pare Chile’s Radical party and the French Radicals
of the Third Republic,,,,It is equally tempting to
compare the working alliance of Communists and Social
ists in Chile with,*,counterparts in the Italian
Republic,,/Chilean politics are undoubtedly more
nearly ’European’ than is the case elsewhere in
Latin America,,, *47

46, John Reese Stevenson, The Chilean Popular
Front (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
19427, pp* 97-98, Also see Gil, op. cit., p* 105,

47.

Gil, op. cit., p. 244.
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Chile's "Right” bloc is composed of the United
Conservative Party and the Liberal Party=

The "Center” is

occupied by the Radical Party and the Christian Democratic
Party*

Finally, the "Left" consists of a coalition of

four parties:

the Communist Party, the Socialist Party,

the National Democratic Party, and the National Vanguard
of the P e o p l e I n

short, the permanent multi-party

system of contemporary Chile provides civilian counterforces which were nonexistent earlier in Chile's history*
Congress, i n .contemporary Chile, is a strong counterforce in the fight against militarism*

As already noted,

the legislature has long been accustomed to having an
"influencial voice;" they seem eager to compensate for
poor performances by cabinet members®

As Gil explains:

The disciplinary powers of both houses include
measures ranging from reprimanding a member,
calling him to ox'der, or censuring him® »e ®The
Chamber of Deputies is charged.exclusively with
two principal functions: that of preferring
charges in*what in.Chile is called the juicio
politics (political trial or impeachment)®®®
and that of scrutinizing all acts of the .
government*^9
The Senate decides all impeachment cases®

In addition,

the Senate, with its "advise and consent" power may reject
any would-be militarist®

Finally, perhaps the most

important powers of the legislature, concerning the military.
48®

Ibid*, pp® 244-296®

49®

Ibid*, p® 114®

.52are related to troop strength and expenditures t

the

Senate approves military budgets, force strengths, and
troop movements
In short, the legislature has been disastrous to
the continuation of militarism in nonpolitical Chile0
Perhaps a classic example of this can be seen in the
Ibanez administrations„

While Congress acted merely as

a ’’rubber stamp” during his dictatorship, it opposed
him on ’’nearly, all matters” when he returned to office
in 1952a

At this.point even a rather charismatic leader

such as General Ibanez was continually being thwarted by
the strong coalitions within Chile’s legislature*^^
Military Expenditures
Mexico
Political Stage0

Perhaps no country in Latin

America has suffered more from the greedy expenditure of
national revenues, by the military, than has Mexico®

Since

it was the officers who benefited financially from mili
tarism, it is no wonder that their relative numbers were
so great.

For instance„ in 1821 there were about five

thousand officers as opposed to only eight thousand enlisted
men in the capital<»52
50®

Ibid*, p* 115*

51®

Nunn® op* clt*® p p 6 345-347®

52*

Lieuwen, Arms and Politics, op® cit., p* 103*

Tannenbaum describes this phenomenon:
All wanted to be cavalry colonels„ or at least in
fantry colonelso All wanted to be heads of military
expeditions against real or imaginary bandit groups,
against peaceful or savage Indians, with unlimited
expense accounts6 All wanted to have the income
from ports or fiscal, off ices., all wanted ,gold either
private or public, all wanted concessions, haciendas,
houses, titles, to establish gambling houses, all
wanted their exemptions to cover past, present and
future crimes, all wanted everything and the presi
dent, instead of being the leader of a government
and governor of an army, became the servant and
_
slave of an army of an unstable group of bandits
This total disregard for civil budget needs was evi
denced in the fact that in 1823, the military budget was
nine million dollars, while the total government revenues
were only, five million dollars,5^

According to Edelmann,

the.extreme demands by the military, in Mexico’s first
twenty-three years of independence, amounted to more than
the total government revenues:

from 1823 to 1846 the army

was allocated .$326.,506,715 out of the total national income
of $291,236,799e55
No matter how extravagant the military became, it
always satisfied its greed even if it meant borrowing by
53o Frank Tannenbaum, Peace by Revolution: An
Interpretation of Mexico (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1933), ppe 89-90, cited by Alexander T c Edelmann,
Latin American Governments and Politics (rev. ed„; Homewood, 111*: The Dorsey Press, 1 9 6 9 % p p » 185-186* :

p. 185.

54*

Lieuwen„ Arms and Politics, op. ci t ., p. 103.

55.

Edelmann, Latin American Governments, op. cit.
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force6

This all took place inspite of the nation’s need

for roads, railroads, schools, hospitals, and public utilitieSg^G

For nearly, a century Mexico continued to be plagued

financially by the aftny0

Even up to the eve of the Revolu~

tion, lopsided military expenditures existedB

For example:

during one year of the Diaz administration, military spend
ing, amounted to 23 Q5 per cent of the government’s total;
whereas *4 per cent went for public health and welfare; 3 07
per cent f or edue at io n ; 1«6 per.cent for minor government
administration; ].e9. per cent ,for agriculture and irrigation;
and, 4 01 per cenb for social e x p e n d i t u r e s . The above,
figures are characteristic of military expenditures, indi
cative, of Mexico's, political stage e
Nonpolitical Stage&

The process of de-emphasizing

the role of the armed forces in Mexican politics was long
and arduous b . An examination of de-emphasizing strategies .
is undertaken in. Chapter 4«

Suffice it to say that before

specific strategies were employed, military spending in
the twentieth century reached a high of 69e6 per cent of
the government’s total,.and didn’t fall below a spending
of 53 per c e n t o ^
-

56o
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Ibid:e , p 0 lS6e

57.o James Wilkie, 'The Mexican Revolution: Federal
Expenditures and Social Change Since 1910 (Berkeley: Univer
sity of Cal£foriHa~Frea^7~~i96Ty^ ppV 100-166 0

58.

ibid.$ -p.. 101.
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However, in the nonpolitical stage, the per cent
of military spending has decreased steadily0

From 1946

to 1963, military expenditures went from 14„3 per cent to
605 per cent of the total national government expenditures0-^9
Furthermore, if the figures exclude the money spent for
“para-militaryt? or “security" purposes, which are part of
the civil administration, Mexico’s military budget in 1963
was only 1 00 per cent of the t o t a l H e n c e ,

there has

been a significant decrease in military expenditures from
the political to the nonpolitical stage, a telltale indica
tion of the change in Mexico*
Chile
Political Stageg

One may assume that Chile1s era

of predatory militarism, 1823-1831, was similar to Mexico's
century long era®

Although figures are not available for

the early post-independence period of Chile, the effects
were still reflected later in the nineteenth century*
According to Johnson, Chile's armed forces have nearly
always had more than their share of the National Budget*6^
39*

Ibid®, pp<> 102-103*.

60* Irving L, Horowitz, “The Military Elites,"
Elites in Latin America, ads6 Seymour M e Lipset and Aldo
So lari' (Nevl'York: Oxford University Press, 1967), p c. 155*
61 e John J e Johnson, “Ihe Latin—ihherican i>lilitary
as a Politically Competing Group in Transitional Society,"
The Role of the Military in Underdeveloped Countries, ed*
John J c Johnson (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Univer
sity Press, -1962),. p* .125*.
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In 1867, during Jose Joaquin Perez's administra
tion $ military and marine expenditures amounted to
approximately twenty-five per cent of the total national
government

e x p e n d i t u r e , 80^2

Even during the ‘'Parliamentary

Republic," 1891-1925, military spending was still high»63
For instance, in 1899 it was 33 per cent, and in 1919 it
was 22 per c e n t o I n

addition, during the Ibanez dicta

torship, 1924 to 1931, military expenditures ranged from
approximately: 28 per pent in 1924, to 20 per cent in 1930»^
As s h o w by the above figures, Chile1s military expendi
tures in the political stage are very similar to that of
Mexico*sc :
Nonpoll tic ai Stage,e

Johnson's conclusion that

Chile has nearly always had relatively high military
.expenditures seems to hold t r u e * ^

For instance, in 1935,

62*. ' The Statesman's Year-Book,
Macmillian and”^oT7~1872T7~P.®'521 *'””^11
listed in the Statesman *s Year-Book :are
The percentages given in this study are
based on this author's calculationse

63*
ppe 47-66*..

Gil, The Political System of Chile, op, cit»».

64 s . The Statesman's Year-Book,
1 9 2 1 ,

p*

1872 (London 1
o f :the expenditures
estimated figurese
approximated

1 9 0 0 ,

p* 448; for .

737*

63*

The Statesman's Year-Book, 1923, p* 722*

66a Johnson, 1'The Latin-Amer.1can Military," op.
. cite, p s 125*

out of Chile’s total national expenditures? the military
spent 24 per cent*

In 1950, the military spending dropped

to 15 per cent, and in 1951 to 12 per cent»67

However,

by 1954 Chile’s military expenditures were back up to 23
per c e n t o R e c e n t years fare no better*

For example,

the Chilean military expenditures ranged from 8 per cent
in 1964 to 24 per cent in 1966*69

Thus, unlike Mexico,

Chile’s military expenditures have;not had a steady
decrease, but have generally remained somewhere near 20
per cent0
Unscheduled Changes of Heads of State
Mexico
Political Stage*

During. Mexico*s political stage,

armed revolts against the government, and turnovers in
leaders were frequent,

Lieuwen states that there were

hundreds of armed revolts, most of which resulted in the

67* The Statesman’s Year-Book, 1935, p e 743;
for 1952, p* 840; for 1951, p e 861*
68* Johnson, ’’The Latin-American Military,” o p c
cit», p* 125*
69* The Statesman’s Year-Book, 1965»66o p* 869;
for 1969-1970, p. 800* ,

"
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overthrow of the chief of state0

.
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Edelmann also supports

this claim; "
During the first century of independence, the nation
[Mexicc^ was plagued with more than 1000 armed up:■,
risings00«6The new head of the nation hardly had
an opportunity to unpack in the presidential palace
and get acquainted with the problems of government
before he was thrown out by a revolution, just
71
as he. had seized power only a short while before*
It was so bad, that during Mexico‘s first 55 years after
independence, the Country was ruled by 74 different execu
tives:

twoemperors, 3.6 presidents,: 9 provisional presidents,

10 dictators, 12 regents, and 5 supreme counselors *72 •: That if
makes less than one year per governor#

The shortest term

in office lasted only 46 minutes
.-Honpo-Litic.al -Stage.#

According to Peter Calvert,

there have been no assassinations, coup d 1Stats or revolu
tions in Mexico since 1 9 2 0 * Willard F* Barber and Gc, Neale
Ronning made a study of illegal and unscheduled changes of
heads of state during the period from 1930 to 1965 for all
Latin America*
70e

They found that Mexico had had only one

Lieuwen, Mexican Militarism:, op. cit., p. x i e

71* Edelmann, Latin American Governments, op. ci t .,
p® 185e : .
72.
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Webster?s Biographical Dictionary, op* cit*,

p e 1695.
. 74. Peter Calvert, Latin American Internal Conflict
and International Peace (New York: ■ St. Martin’s Press,
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head of state removed during that periods

On October 3 g

1963, Ramon Villeda Morales was overthrown by the mi1itary*
However., it was not illegal, nor unscheduled»

In short,

then, Mexico has had a radical decrease in unscheduled
changes of heads of state from the political to the non=
political stage*
Chile
Political Stage*

The ten presidents of Chile who

served from 1823 to 1831, failed to complete their terms
in office; there were also many military revolts*

From

1823 to 1829, the revolts were not widely supported; they
were mostly the consequence of political intrigue*

That is.

Federalists or Centralists would appeal to some adventurous
officers for their military support*

From 1829 to 1831,

military caudillism was provoked by poor economic-and
political conditions
Chile's political stage, as noted before, was short
in comparison to Mexico's*

However, both countries were

plagued With a high rate of turnovers in their executive,
offices in relation to the time span*
Nonpolitical Stage*

From 1932 to 1968, Calvert

reports, no assassinations, coup d'etats, or* revolutions
75* Willard F* Barber and C* Neale Ronning,
Internal Security and Military Bower (Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 1966;, p® 259*
76*

Nunn, op* cit* p p *

1-25*
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occurred in Ghileci'7^

Barber and Ronning corroborate Gala
vert1s findings :, the last military coup occurred in Chile
when Carlos Davila was removed from office in September,
1932=

His successori General Bartolome Blanche was forced

to.vacate the executive office in October of the same
year^S

Hence Chile and Mexico have both been free of

revolts and coups in the time period designated as their
nonpolitical stagec
Pro f e ssion alism
Mexico
Political Stage 8

Despite the great expenditures

by the military, as noted earlier, the ranks of the early
Mexican armies were filled with "miserable rabble
Edelmann notes:

"Ragged, barefooted, little disciplined,

and poorly armed, they were so scantily paid-^only three
or four

pesos a month--that they were often forced to

scrounge around and live off the

countryen^

was extremely top-heavy with officerse

The army

Many of the officers

would pocket the money allowed for the troops$ daily
rations6

"Indeed, the general who commanded an army of

several thousand engaged in suppressing a Maya rebellion
-

77«,

Calvert, op* oit*, p e 960

78c

Barber and Ronning,

op* cite, p a2526

79e

Edelmann, op. cit,,

p 0 186e

managed within three years to accumulate a private fortune
of 10 million pesos at the expense of his me n $ who. were
reduced to filth and semistarvationo”^®

Indeed, officer-

ship was not a profession, but rather a lucrative privilege
Nevertheless, the roots of professionalism actually
began in General Porfirio Diaz's Mexico; for he was the
first Mexican ruler to really control the military chief
tains

There were no professional officers in the Mexican

army when he assumed power.

Diaz recognized their value

for increasing- military capabilities, and for divorcing
the army from politics -by -occupying its time with
military duties.

Therefore, Diaz sent military observers

to West Point, adopted the latest foreign army manuals,
and established a military academy.®^

Political influence,

and family status still held great sway in obtaining
commissions, and as they were really only token reforms,
Diaz’s changes were made void.by the Revolution.

In short,

the unprofessional army of political Mexico focused not on
military duties, but rather on providing warm bodies for
establishing regimes and keeping them in

p© 193©

p o w e r .

80 ©

Ibid©
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Lieuwen* Mexican Militarism:, op© cit©, p© 3©

82©

Tucker, The Mexican Government Today, op, cit©

Nonpolitical Stage»

Today, Mexico is lightly

armed, with just under 4000 officers, and approximately
50,000 enlisted m e n t. about one officer for every 12
enlisted men0

According to Lieuwen, ’’the young men plan

their professional careers carefully and obtain promotions
through professional competence rather than through poli
tical influence as in the past,”^3
In political Mexico, theft, graft, and inhumane
greed saturated the officers rankse

Today, a young officer

pay requires him to live a ”semi-spartan” life, and when he
reaches, the rank of colonel, his living is a comfortable
middle class existence
Professional schools are available to career m e n a
For instance, today one may enter the Golegio Militar, or
the Escuela Militar d e 'Aviacion.

Promising colonels may

be sent to the Escuela Superior de Guerra where they will
be trained in generalshipc

In addition, some may be sent

to professional military schools in the United States*^
Although Mexico’s contemporary armed forces are
small in size, its professional ratings, based on methods

83«, Lieuwen, Mexican M i l i t a r i s m o p . cit,,
pp. 146-147.
84.

Ibid., p. 147.

85.

Ibid.

•
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of organization, instruotion, and discipline are high.
According to Tucker:
To a large extent, the Mexican army follows the
pattern of the 0„S «, Army ^ with which there has
been effective cooperation since 1941. The basic
school for military education is the War College^
Service schools are provided for engineering,
. military medicine, signal work, cavalry, noncommissioned officers, and male and female nurses0
The contemporary capabilities of the .armed forces
in Mexico are limited by the shortages of equipment, and
by its size.

However, it is adequate for its principal

mission of internal ordei'e , Mexico, knows it can rely on .
the United States for defense against a major foreign
invader.88
The Mexican military does not have time for dabbling
in politics.

Officers and men are busy with their profession.

Indeed, "no longer does the military interfere in politics,
either overturning or threatening to overturn the govern
ment at will.eeeIts organization, discipline, and trainingee0
have been greatly strengthened, and its leadership now
consists of a well-trained, highly professional corps of
capable, loyal officers."^ still, there is a kind of

p. 190.

86.

Lieuwen, Arms- and Politics, op. cit., p» 120.

87.

Tucker, o p . cit.. p .

88.

Lieuwen, Arms and Politics', op. cit.y p. 120.

89.

Edelmann, Latin American Governments, op. cit..

194.
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gentlemen1s agreement that the military will remain loyal
to the PR1 provided a reasonable living standard is main
tained for the 'officers
Chile

.

v

Political Stagee

'

The roots of professionalism

were established early in Chile:

0*Higgins? in April,

1817, made plans to establish a permanent standing army0
Since independence had just been established, he saw the
need for a well organized army, not only for defense,
but also for an invasion of Peru„

Nunn observes:

“By

March 4, 1817, the First Batallion of Infantry, numbered
466 members and the artillery had 329oo„eThe Supreme
Director CMHiggins had decreed the founding of a new Mili
tary School,

He had remembered only too well, the lack of .

military discipline during...defeats by the Spanish (in)
1813

1814<,91. By executive decree, only academy

a n d

graduates were eligible for commissions, and French mili
tary manuals were to be used.

By the end of 1817, 0 1Higgins

had raised an army of 4,765 newly trained professional
officers^

In addition, O ’Higgins established a Naval

Academy in Valparaiso by August 4, 1817.

Army schools

were opened to the middle and lower classes; however,
90 0

Lieuwen, Mexican.Militarism:, op. cit., p e 120

91, Nunn, “Givil-Military Relations in Chile,"
pp. cit., pp. 5-6, •

the Naval Academy drew its candidates strictly from the .
aristocratic families c92

Nevertheless, like the Mexican

armies, the common soldiers had rags for uniforms and poor
equipment«

ihey were deeply jealous of their officers

.who had fine uniforms and the best equipment money could
buyo93
Mnile Mexico had internal caudillism to contend
with, Chile had immediate external problems.

Thus, Chile's

rapid military build-up was a necessity, for Spanish forces
were still in control of Chileo Island and Peru,

Indeed,

during most of the nineteenth century,, even after both
countries had gained independence from Spain, Chileans were
preoccupied with contentions between themselves and the
Peruvian s.B94'
Nevertheless, by 1822, O ’Higgins* popularity had .
decreased along with that of the new army.

His obsession

for completing the campaign against Peru had caused heavy
taxation for the Chileans; and, as a result, revolt broke
out in November, 1822*95

For the next nine years (until

92*

Ibid *, pp. 6=7*

93*

Ibid*, p * 2 * :

94*

Ibid*, p e 7.

95 * Luis Galdames, A History of Chile * trans* and
e d e Isaac Joslin Cox, Interamerican Historical Series
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1941),
p* 221 *
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1831), Chilean armed forces would be courted by political
factions, and would be the instruments for militarism,,
Nonpolitical Stage0

Contemporary Chilean armed

fbfces Imounted to approximately 45,0.00 professionally
.trained m e n 096

Military and'Naval Academies in Chile,

and professional military schools of foreign countries
are available to promising officerse

Today, as in

political Chile, the army draws officer material from
upper, middle,, and lower classes.

.

The Navy, however,

still recruits its officers from the aristocratic and
wealthy class who have European heritage.^
Nunn:

According to

"Since its creation in the early nineteenth century,

the Chilean navy had maintained its ties with the oligar
chy, particularly that Of Valparaiso
Politically, the armed forces in Chile may be con
sidered a "veto" group, however, they have no relationships
with political, parties»

As indicated by Gil, "in national

politics they simply exercise by consensus a right to veto
those policies which may affect their institutional

96® Statistical Abstract of Latin America, 1963
(Los Angeles:" Center of Latin American Studies, university
of California, 1963), p® 41®
97® Johnson, "The Latin-American Military," op®
cit®, p® 109®
98®

Nunn, op. cit®, p® 353®
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interests, and they rarely become involved in other govern
mental affairs »“99
In short, Chile has rather sophisticated armed
forces,100 in comparison to most Latin-American armed
forces, and as such,, they have generally kept aloof from
politics0

Military professionalism in Chile is reflected

in Edelmann's remarks;

...

GhileC1s armed) forces, except for the brief period 1924=32«,»a{are) in effect, a u t o n o m o u s e,not really
under the direct control of the civilian govern
ment » .6 ,they are allowed to operate X'/ithout :
interference and to make their own military deci
sions, in return for which they strictly mind
their own[professional business and remain.aloof
from political activities
Summary '
.

During the political stage of militarism in Mexico,

predatory armies plagued the countryside; they frequently
overthrew the presidency in military coups„
were entirely unprofessional,.

Such armies

Generally, the greedy

military officers went unchecked;

they pocketed large

sums of government money and consistently intervened in
politicse

Unfortunately, there were no strong civilian

counterforces to oppose them*
99o

Gil, The Political System, op, cit0, p e 296e

10de Chile's weapons include naval cruisers purchased
from the United Statess Encyclopedia Americana, V o l „ VI
(international ede ; New xork:" Americana Corporation, 1965),
p* 505„
101,

pe 183,

Edelmann,Latin American Government, op, cit*,

In contemporary Mexico, however, are found profes
sional military forces which are completely dominated by
civilian authoritye

The existence of the one party system,

plus strong civilian leaders has made military officers
remain within the bounds of their professional duties,.
In exchange for their loyalty, the officers are guaranteed
a reasonable living standard.
For the first decade after independence, Chile
experienced militarism similar to that in Mexico.

This

decade was also characterized b y 'the general absence of
civilian counterforces strong enough to subdue the generals
and colonels.
Unlike Mexico, Chile’s political era lasted only
about one decade.

Today, civilians govern Chile and the

armed forces tend to their military responsibilities.

A

gentlemen's agreement exists between the military and civil
ian powers of both Mexico and Chile.

However, the

"Revolutionary Family" of Mexico seems to dominate the
military to a greater extent than do the ruling civilians
in Chile.

Moreover, Chile's military actually possess

a "veto" power, though it is limited to military matters.

CHAPTER- 4
TRANSITIONAL STRATEGTES OF MEXICO AND CHILE .
Political and social problems in Latin America
have been resolved by revolution and evolution*^

Strictly

speaking, though^ people themselves usually resolve prob
lems; and, in doing so, they perform some act, or apply :
some method to effect the resolution of those problems6
The present chapter is concerned with the way in which
Mexico and Chile helped to resolve the problem of mili
tarism*

In short, what methods, strategies, or tactics

were employed to help shackle the military’s tradition of
political intervention?
Mexico
As noted; before, Porfirio Diaz brought sorely needed
stability to Mexico by his strict dictatorial methods*
Indeed, he even promoted professionalism in the.army by
improving capabilities, thereby developing esprit de corps,
and keeping it busy with military, duties*

Nevertheless,

Diaz employed Machiavellian techniques to control the
1e
(New York:

Edwin Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America,
Frederick A* Praeger, Inc„, 1960), pp. 168-169.
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He pacified his dangerous rivals with privileges

involving graft and plunder; other officers? loyalty was
purchased with high salaries and expense accounts 0

Still

others were lured from the political arena with grants in

'

"the form of landed estates
However9 Draz’s strategies against the military
were temporary in nature for he also suppressed opposing
civilian factionse

Thus control of the military could.only

last while the author of the control was in power»

Hence?

the progress made during Diaz’s reign was to no avail0

The

Revolution following the overthrow, of Diaz$ had the effect
'
'3
of sending Mexico back to nineteenth century chaose
Nevertheless,. by World War 11$ Mexico1s armed forces
had become one of the. most nonpolitical and professional in
Latin America*

.Much of the credit for this feat must go

to the strategies of four Mexican leaders;

Presidents

Alvaro ObregongPlutarco EliasCallesg and Lazaro Cardenas,
and General Joaquin Amaro»^
—

—

-

2* Carleton Beals, Porfirio Dias (Philadelphia:
Lippincott, 1932), pp., 222-225* Also see Ed win- Li euwen,
Mexican. Militarism: - The Political. ;Rise and: Fall of the
ReVoiutiCTary^rmy^TglQ'^r^O" (A1 buquef cue : ^The Unl'versity.;.
of New:Mexico Press, 1968), pp* T-3»
3 e Alexander -T* Edelmann,- Latin American Govern
ments and .Politics .(rev„ ed » ; Homewood, 1 1 1 . The Dorsey
Press, 1969), p. 187*
4* Ibid., Also see- Lieuwen* Arms and Politics
in Latin America, op* cit», p e 108*
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Alvaro Obregon
Obregon was president of Mexico from 1920 to 1924„
A civilian, and formerly well-to-do farmer, he gained his
prominence in the Revolution as a citizen-general0
notes:

Lieuwen

"When General Alvaro Obregon marched into Mexico.

City in the spring of 1920. at the head of. a .rebel army
of forty thousand, it marked the sixth time in nine years
that the central government had been overturned by force*"
Thus, the civilian-general inherited the task of halting
these frequent.turnovers in government*
Obregon's fundamental task was to broaden the base
of support for the central government*^

His strategies

were as follows:
1*

He developed counterforces to the military*

Obregon was determined to make sweeping changes in mili
tary organization, however, he needed the support of the
country’s counterforces before he could impose his reforms*
Obregon had used civilian labor groups to fight
Villa in 1915*

So in 1920, he rewarded the labor leaders

-

with such government positions as the Governor of the
Federal District*

In addition, he allowed the laboh rights

guaranteed in the 1917 Constitution, to be made a reality*
.5. .Lieuwen, Mexican Militarism:, op* cit*, p* 57=

_ '
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The effect of this strategy was twofoldt

first, the labor

Party provided the President with support in Congress; and
second, the labor group provided a workersf militia,to
defend the administration:*^
Furthermore, Obregon protected himself from the
military and labor forces by courting peasant groups0

His.

tactics were to redistribute landholdings, and to promote
a new rural education program,,

In return, he received

•

farm and iniral support for his administration*
2e

o

Obregon pacified the revolutionary generals,

thereby purchasing time for the governmente

In this respect,

Obregon was a shrewd politician for he knew when it was
wise to give-.

For instance, when his own Minister of War,

General:Francisco Serrano, lost 80,000 pesos gambling,
Obregon authorized payment of the debt by the national
treasury.^

Furthermore, Obregon kept Villa pacified.

7* Marjorie Clark, Organized Labor in Mexico
(Chapel Hill: University of North Caroliha Press, 1934), .
pp. 97=105* AlsoVsee Robert E. Scott, Mexican Government in Transition (Urbana, University of IlTrhoi"s"Press, .
1959TTppI 118-120.
8e

lieuwen, Mexican Militarism:, op* cit*, p. 60.

•9*

Edelmann, op* cit*, p 6 187.
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According to Lieuwen, Villa received on demand from Obregon:
10.000 pesos for uniforms for Villa’s cavalrymen,
40.000 pesos for damages allegedly suffered to
Villa’s. house„e e, 50,000 pesos for Villa’s check
in that amount drawn on the Bank of London in
1913, 100,000 pesos for the purchase :Of agricultural
equipment, and 5,000 .pesos per month for pensions
for orphans, widows, and invalids at Gahutillo„10
30

When his presidency had become firmly rooted,

Obregon met the generals’ challenges' with brutal efficiency®
He first provoked the revolutionary generals by putting
them on the government payroll, and incorporating them
into the national army»■*-•*-

Then, in June of 1921, General

Fernando Viscaino was shot for conspiracy; in February,
1922, Generals Antonio Pruneda and Antonio .Ruiz were shot
for conspiracy; in March, seven colonels and majors were
shot for the mere intent to rebel; and, in July 1922,
General Lucio Blanco and Colonel.Gandido Martinez, promi
nent Garrancistas, were kidnapped and drowned, in the Rio
G

r

a

n

d

e

in addition, in 1923, Obregon was almost over

thrown by a generals’ conspiracy led by Adolfo de la Huerta®
13
However,.Obregon won and quickly purged all suspects®
4®

Obregon promoted professionalism®

The Coiegio

Militar was reopened for new officers, and the more promising
10e

Lieuwen, Mexican M i l i t a r i s m o p a cit®, p® 62®

lle

Edelmann, op. cit,, p® 187®

12®

lieuwen, Mexican Militarism:, op, cit*, ppa 63-64®

13, Ernest Gruening, Mexico and Its Heritage
(New Yo r k : Century, 1928), pp, 319-322,
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young officers were sent to the United States$ Spain and
Germany for further professional training®

According to

.

Tucker, no true, single army existed after the revolution;
there were mostly bands of revolutionaries under separate
strong men®

Obregon changed this situation„

He established

a general staff school, a War College and a Higher School
of Wary

Furthermore, he reorganized the office of Minister

of Defense and established more.efficient administrative
procedures .14 v:^
Within two years Obregon reduced the army by 40,000
men*

The effect of this move reduced military expenditures

thereby releasing money for more legitimate spending*
Lieuwen sums up Obregon1s promotion, of professionalism
thusly:
A group of military experts completed work on the
new-Organic Law for t h e 'Army, which provided:for
orderly recruitment, for regulated training of
soldiers, for cadet training*e®, and for competi
tive examinations for all promotions up to the
rank of Colonel*.*, ..Nearly all the posts in the
table of organization were filled, and every
officer was assigned specific military functions
****Yet, when Obregon!s term endedb»*only a
start had been made in building a professional
army*t6
14® .William 'E* Tucker, The Mexican Government
Today (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1957),
p* 193* Also see Virginia Prewett, "The Mexican Army,"
Foreign Affairs (April, 1941),,pp* 608-612*
15e

Lieuwen, Mexican Militarism:,,op * cit*, p* 68*

16*

Ibid®, p * 79*
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Plutarco Elfas Calles and Joaquxn A m a r o .
Calles was hand-picked to be Obregon’s successor*
From 1924 until 193.4, he furthered Obregon1s de-emphasis
of the military»

Calles was really a civilian,.although.

he was thrust, into the limelight for his natural military
capabilities*

Lieuwen notes that Calles* biographers

stress his civilian origins and spirit.

They believe that

despite his military role in the revolution, he was more
civilian by nature than military.

It is said that he

disliked the military caste.system, uniforms, decorations,
and military laurels, and that his heart was really with
17 the working classes.
Perhaps one of Calles* wisest moves was in selecting
General Joaquin amaro as Secretary of War.

Edelmann

describes Amaro as nthe able and zealous Indian general
of the revolution who was as ardently pro-professional as
he was antimilitaristicen^

The strategies of Calles and

Amaro were as follows:
1.

Calles built a counterforce to the military out

of organized labor.

To do this, he courted Luis Morones,

the president of the Regional Confederation of Mexican

17.

Ibid., p. 82B

18*

Edelmann, op. cit., p 6 187.

IQ
Labor, or CROH.. ' Subsequently 5, the one million .strong,
labor, group began receiving privileges which had been
unheard of before«,

Brandenburg calls Calles the champion

of organized labor„20
2e

Calles promoted professionalism by de-emphasiz

ing personalismo0

Calles viewed militarism the same way

Obregon had, ;However, he (Calles) lacked the personal
prestige of his predecessor»

Instead, he de~emphasized

personalismo, and attempted to instill in the army a sense
of loyalty to the government and to its professional
3„

Amaro sought the loyalty of the young army

officers and recruits, and was Calles1 right-hand man for
promoting professionalism.

In fact, Calles selected Amaro

because he was a true professional, and possessed the
talent to build the New National A r m y e22

1 9 e Frank Brandenburg, The Making of M o d e m Mexico
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Ince, 1964), ppe 60-61s
Also see Clark, op. cit*, ppe 102-120,
20e

Brandenburg, op, cit*, p c 60e

2 1 6 Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America, .
op, cit,, p„ 110,
22 , Carleton Beals, "The Indian Who Sways Mexican
Destiny,” New York Times Magazine, .December, 7, 1930, p, 8 ,
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According to Virginia Prewett, Amaro wasted no time in
professionalizing the army:
....

'-

^

Under Galles, Secretary of War. Joaquin Amaro
began to whip the rank and file into shapec
Recruiting standards were raised and an effort
made to improve the equipment, the living condi
tions and the morale of the m e n I n 1925, Mexico
began to send military missions to study in
France, Spain, Italy and the United States, Upon
their return these officers acted as instructors
and advisorsoo,,23
The young officers were given more opportunities for better
professional,training at home and abroad.

To win the

loyalty of t h e 'enlisted men, Amaro gave them better uniforms,
food, barracks, and equipment»

When the loyalty of the

young officers and

men was secure, Galles and Amaro were

ready to challenge

thegenerals e

40

Galles

andAmaro instituted a policy of shift

ing military commands.

This strategy was calculated to

break the cohesion of personalismo.

Previously a charismatic

general moved his personal troops with him; to be transfered to a strong new outfit that owed h i m :no allegiance
was unthinkable.

Nevertheless, Galles and Amaro were ready*

According to Edelmann, they crushed the two subsequent
revolts in 1927, and 1929, and removed the rebellious
generals*24

23*

Prewett, op, cite, p e 189*

24*

Edelmann, op* cit*, p* 189*

,
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Amaro also- promoted' professionalism by provid

ing a mor& proper framework; for the national army0
Amaro put his legal staff to work on a new body of military
legislation, which was quickly passed by Congress in March,
19260

The most important was his new Organic Law*

This

law superseded that of 1900, and took into account the
changes in m o d e m military organization*

.

It spelled out

the mission of the armed forces as follows:

"To defend

the integrity and independence of the. nation, to maintain
the Constitution, and to preserve internal

o r d e r » n

25

The

Law of Promotions stopped the inflation in colonels and
generals*

Finally, the Law of Discipline required honor,

and sacrifice of personal interest in,defense of the national
governmente26
,Lazaro Cardenas
General Cardenas, President of Mexico from 1934
until 1940, delivered still more blows to the tradition of
militarism*
le

His strategies were as follows:
Cardenas built up counterforces to defend his

administration against revolutionary generals*

He institu

ted land reforms, not to provoke the generals, many of whom
were large estate owners, but to make social reforms*
25*

Lieuwen,.Mexican Militarism:, op* cit*, p* 87*

26*

Ibid*

.

,
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He knew the generals; would resist this move„ so Cardenas
equipped the landless peons with weapons, and organized
them into a powerful militia.

In addition, he organized

and equipped an independent labor -group, especially those
members who would benefit most from his social reforms*^?
2e

Like Amaro, Cardenas moved the generals

around frequently to prevent conspiracy and loyalties
from forming,
-.3*

Cardenas, launched a concentrated drive to

professionalize the army.

He established a six-year

program to accomplish his goals.

In addition, Lieuwen

notes that Cardenas required "all infantry officers below
the rank of colonel to be given examinations in military
science; those who failed were sent back to school,,,,In
1936 he made competitive technical examinations requisite
for officer promotions; the same year he issued a reglamento
which proscribed all forms of political activity for offic
ers,"^
4,
1937,

Cardenas8 master strategies came in December,

He organized a new revolutionary party, PRM, com

posed of four sectors:

the labor,: the peasant, the military,

and the popular sectors.

Subsequently, he was criticized

27, Lieuwen, Arms and Politics, op, cite, p, 113,
Also see Frank Kluckholn, "The Army" Keeps Hold in Mexico.,"
New- York Times, May 29, 1948, sec, 4, p e. 6 ,
28,

Lieuwen'

Arms and Politics,

d

„ 114,
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for bringing the army into politics»
merely replied:

However, Cardenas;

MWe did not put the army in politics„

It was already therec

In fact, it had been dominating the

situation, and we did well to reduce its influence to one
vote out of

f o u r c

n29

Thus, Cardenas8 strategy allowed

party leaders to curb the traditional military strength
30
by opposing it with three other forces»
The showdown
came in the 1940 election; the generals lost and since
that time no military president has gained the executive
office e

'
Chile
For most of the nineteenth century, civilian

government held the military in check, and dominated Chilean
politics.

However, the Civil War of 1891 and the political

situation from 1924 to 1932, found Chilean military officers
intervening in politics*

According to Frederick "Nunn,

"until the second election of Arturo Alessandri in 1932,
a grotesque situation prevailed in Chile..*.This was a
time of rampant military caudillism* political and social
31
indecision, and civil-military intrigue and distrust.11
29. William C. Townshend, Lazaro Cardenas:(Ann
Arbor, Mich.: George Wahr, 1952), p. 216, cited lby Lieuwen,
Arms and Politics in Latin America, op. c i t ., p. 114,
30.

lieuwen, Arms and Politics, op, cit., p. 114.

31. Frederick M. Nunn, "Civil-Military Relations
in Chile, 1891=1938" (Unpublished Doctor’s dissertation.
University of New Mexico, 1963), p. 6 .
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Credit for much of the control of Chile has had over its
armed forces must go to the strategies employed by'two .
leaders:

Diego Portales and Arturo Alessandri Palma0

Diego Portales
As a businessman^ Diego Portales was aware that
Chile needed a strong, orderly, and respected government ■
in order to progressc

Though he would not accept the presi

dency, Portales ruled behind the scenes and left the
presidency to Joaquin Prieto,

Gil describes Portales as

the man "who was to lead Chile out of anarchy and: into
strong, solid, and orderly government,"32

According to Nunn,

"This man (portalesj more than any, was responsible for lead
ing the nation out of chaos and into stability,"35

To

accomplish this great task, Portales had to submit the
military to civilian control.

His strategies were as

follows:
1*

The army and the government were purged of

those whose loyalty was questioned or who had too many
political connections.

Shortly after the victory at Lircay,

all officers who served under Freire were ousted from the
army.

In addition, civilian political leaders who did

not publicly accept the new government were dismissed,
32, Federico G. Gil, The Political System of
Chile (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co,, 1966), p® 36,

33o Nunn, op, cit®, p, 27®
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General Ramon Freire, himself , was exiled to Pern,,

Further

more, Freire’s army wa.s dissolved, and Po.rtales* own
Conservative army was purged of disloyal offleers
2o

Portales made a special effort to ensure the

prompt payment of salaries0

As noted- before, the Santiago

garrison, unpaid for months.., had revolted in 18240

Portales

took measures to see that it did not happen again for the
same reason*
3*

A counterforce in the form of a citizen's

militia was created for the purpose of keeping the army
in its place*

This Civil Guard, as it was known, was

rigidly disciplined, and its officers were unquestionably
loyal to the government*

The Civil Guard, with its 25,000

men, provided a strong counterforce and buffer against
any ambitious general.

It is said that Portales, himself,

led one of the corps of the militia in full military dress
in parades on several festive occasions,
4,

35

Portales organized a secret police and spy

system in July, 1832, to counteract plots and conspiracies*.
He persuaded the government to finance this new program.; how
ever, it was done discreetly, and resulted in a. secret fund
34«

Ibid *« pp e 28-29*

.

.35.. ‘ Luis Galdames, 'A History of Chile, trans, and
ed* Isaac Joslin Cox, Interamerican Historical Series
(Chapel H i l l : University of North Carolina Press, 1941),
p* 221*

.

,
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of 6,000 pesos a year for the operation of the system.
Soon after its organization, the new secret agency uncovered
a revolutionary hide-away, a lodge of conspirators0

This

group included deposed military officers who had been
retired after the battle of Lireay.
were quickly exiled.

Needless to say, they

The police discovered another plot,

and its author, Colonel Salvador Puga was imprisoned0 By
36
1833, such dangerous plotting had ceased for a time»
5,

Fortales promoted military professionalism

by re-establishing' the Military School,

The school had been

established by-G1Higgins, but subsequently abolished,
Portales chose loyal cadets for. the school; ones from
obedient aristocratic families.

Furthermore, he finalized

the standarization of uniforms, and established a corps
of engineers,
Arturo Alessandri Palma
After the fall of Ibanez in July, 1931, rampant
militarism went unchecked.

To bring it to an end, a civil

ian government had to be re-established that would be strong
enough to curb the military’s activities.

More than a •

century after Portales rid-Chile o f .militarism, Alessandri
took upon himself the same task.

In Nunn’s opinion, "it was

36*

Nunn, op, cit,, pp„ 32-33,

37,

Ibid,, pp, 18, 30,
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ironic indeed that the man who saxv civil-military relations
crumble beneath him in 1924 and 1925 should later restore
them to their natural r e l a t i o n s h i p T h e

strategies used

by Alessandri were as follows:
1«

Alessandri broke up cliques within the army

and navy, for just such groups had helped General Ibanez
in his rise to power*

Thus, the naval high command was

moved back to Valparaiso, reducing the chance of ambitious
admirals conspiring with their array counterparts in Santiago*
2*
and money*

He reduced the military‘s source of power:

men

In 1955, Alessandri cut the military budget

by 20 million pesos, which, in turn, retired a large number
of officers for lack of funds*

All generals, and all but

three colonels who had served under Ibanez in 1951, were
retired by 1 9 5 2 , ^
5 * : Alessandri supported a civilian militia as
a counterforce to the military*

Clandestinely organized

with the purpose of restoring and maintaining civilian
control, this militia avoided attention by drilling in
small groups*

Although the militia was not an official

instrument of the state. President Alessandri favored it
and consented to its request for government arms*
58,

Ibid*, p, 261*

59*

Ibid*, pp* 510-512

The
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militia was organized strictly along military lines .with
a breakdown into division, brigade, and

r e g i m e n t

The

militia was charged with having the same political object
ives as the Chilean Nazi Partyv
were categorically denied»

However, these accusations

As a show of good faith, all

Nazis in the militia were ordered to withdraw.

In addition,

the militia openly opposed all Nazi political programs»
During the three years that the militia existed* there
were no attempted revolts» .By 1936, the danger of the
government being overthrown by the military or civilian
groups had passed, and the.militia was dissolved*^^
Summary
In Mexico, Obregon pacified ambitious generals
until he had built up strong counterforcesc

Then, with

efficiency, he challenged and removed the most dangerous
officers„

In addition, he promoted professionalism within

the military e

Similarly , Calles and Amaro. sought and

found counterforces in organized labor, while pacifying
.the generals„

They also developed loyalties among the

young officers by catering to their professional needs,
40, Terence Stephen Tarr, "Military Intervention
and Civilian Reaction in Chile, 1924-1936," (unpublished
Doctor‘s dissertation. University of Florida, 1960), cited
in Nunn, op. c i t ., p. 315.
41.

Nunn, op. cit., pp. 316-317.
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When they were ready$ Calles and Amarb provoked the generals
by frequently shifting their commandsc

Those generals

who became angry and revolted were subsequently removed*
Finally, Gardenas, too, built a counterforce, provoked
the generals and removed them* . Furthermore, Gardenas
launched an ambitious drive to professionalize the army*
Gardenas‘ master stroke occurred when he reorganized the
"official party" in such a way that the military could be
politically outvoted *
In Chile, strategies to abolish militarism were
similar*

Portales purged the opposing officers, and organ

ized a citizens' militia to back him.

He also added a

new strategy in the fora of the secret police*

Further

more, he promoted professionalism as did Mexico's leaders*
A century later, Alessandri followed similar strategies:
he supported, a strong militia which was composed of civil
ian patriots*

When his position became strong enough,

he retired the military officers who posed a threat to
the government*

His particular tactic was to cut the

military budget, forcing large numbers of officers to
retire*

CHAPTER 5
'CONCLUSIONS AND PROGNOSIS
Precedents of military political intervention, in
Latin America, can be traced to feudal Spain,

At that

time, Spanish m.onarchs rewarded military leaders with
extra privileges for their heroic efforts in expelling the
Moslem "infidels" from Spanish soil„

These privileges

placed the military "above the law,"

Included among the

privileges was the right to exercise political power over
recaptured areas.

This military-political mixture of

responsibilities was later enjoyed by the conquistadores
and viceroys of colonial Latin America, and eventually, by
colonial militias.

After the wars of independence, these

privileges continued to be enjoyed by creoles, wealthy
landowners, and aristocrats, many of whom held the highest
ranks in the militia.
The political void often left by wars of independence,,
was naturally filled by army generals who had the instruments
of force necessary to maintain some semblance o f .ordere
However, competition among generals resulted in predatory
militarism which sapped the lifeblood of new Latin-American
nations c
37
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Such was the condition of Mexico and Chile after
they won their independence from Spain -.a condition where
the armed forces, organized or disorganized, dominated
the politics, of their new countrye
The political stage of militarism, in Mexico ranged
from independence in .1822, until th e .Revolution of 1910,
whereas Chile's was short, ranging only from independence
in 1817, to 1831*

During these eras, militarism ran

unchecked.in both countries*

As is indicative of military

dominance in a country, both Mexico and Chile suffered from
an overbalance of presidents in uniform*

Also, in relatively

short time periods, Mexico and Chile suffered numerous
revolts and excessive turnovers in their respective executive
positions*

Military supported revolts enstated one regime

after another, giving weak civilian counterforces little,
if any, time to solidify themselves*
Furthermore, countervailing forces in the form of
strong civilian rulers, bureaucrats, political parties,
and legislatures^ were generally nonexistent except, for
perhaps Benito Juarez of Mexico, and a somewhat competing
legislature in. Chile*'
t

Military expenditures in both countries reveal

that military spending was far out of proportion for strug
gling new. nations*

Furthermore, much of the expenditures

in Mexico ended up in the pockets of greedy generals*
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Although Chile differed from Mexico in that, she had immediate
external defense problems, Chilean military generals and
colonels still usurped badly needed monies,,
Mexico's early armies were top-heavy with officers*
Little of the vast amount of military spending reached the
recruitse

Those who didn't starve or die of exposure, were

forced to live off the land*

Indeed, Mexico's armed forces

were plagued with political officers who were greedy,
unprofessional, and who cared little about the welfare of
their men*

On"the other hand, while Chile had its share

of greedy and ambitious officers, the early armed forces,
were professionally trained, in order to continue the fight
for independence against Peru.

However, the armed forces

in both Mexico and Chile were nonprofessional in that they
lacked the attraction which politics seemed, to have; and, as ■
a result, both countries' military forces found more, satis
faction in politics.
The militarism that Mexico and Chile experienced

•

during the nineteenth century is n o t .in evidence today*
Since World War II, Mexico and Chile have not been dominated
by military presidents.

Only Ibatiez of Chile (1952-1958)

was a president in uniform*.

However, his 1952 adminis

tration did not have the taint of militarism that was
characteristic of his reign in 1924.

.
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In addition to the civilian domination of the presi
dency 9 there exist in both countries other countervailing
forces with which to oppose military political intervention0
In Mexico, strong bureaucrats, and also the "official party'1
stand ready to aid the presidency in countering the generals*
Chile, on the other hand, has spawned many political parties
which support civilian politicians, and which also provide
the potential for innumerable coalitions,, any of which
may effectively counter military intrusion*
.
;
■
In Mexico's nonpolitical stage, military expendi

tures have been modest, and revolts have been, for sometime,,
nonexistent„

While direct intrusion by the military, in

Chile, has been similarly low, military expenditures have
been quite constant.

Still, it is evident that these

expenditures have carried on the tradition of maintaining
a professional armed force in order to preserve an external
defense capability*
Today, Mexico's armed forces, like Chile's are
professional, and are controlled, politically, by civilians*
However, Mexico only maintains armed forces to handle
internal affairs and they have no.voice in political con
cerns*

Although Chile's armed forces have political

influence concerning professional military affairs, they,
too, stay aloof from politics*.

Both countries' military

and civilian leaders abide by a gentlemen's agreement in
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which the military gives their loyalty in exchange for a
reasonable.living standard e
The difference between the political and the
hbnpolitical stages of militarism in Mexico and. Chile are
evidenced in that:

there are no military: presidents in

office; civilian counterforces exist in abundance; military
expenditures are in proportion to the mission; revolts,
assassinations, and coup d*etats have ceased to exist;
and, the armed forces have become professional*

Social

•and cultural factors contributing to this change are in
numerable and will continue to increase for years to come*
Nevertheless,, the strategies of Mexican and Chilean
leaders have been contributing factors, too, and if other
Latin-American countries are to subject their armed forces
to civilian rule, whether they do so by revolution or
evolution, they may very well employ one or all of the
five strategies employed by Mexico and Chile:
1„

Develop counterforces to the military generals*

These should not be political forces alone, but civilian
militias as well, in order to protect beginning civilian
governments during their embryonic stage*
2®

Pacify the generals, and avoid provoking them

until the civilian forces are strong enough to survive
military intervention®
3®

When civilian forces are strong enough, remove

disloyal and ambitious officers, those with too many
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political connections, and particularly those with loyalies
to civilian opposition forces*
4*

Check excessive military spending so that,

. •

while the military has sufficient for its professional needs,
more funds are available to operate civilian programs,
and thereby, adding more civilian support to the adminis'
:
.
tration*
50
so that:

Actively support military professionalization

the military profession may become a symbol of

pride to civilian and military alike; the government may
gain the loyalty of the^military; and, so that the officers
of the armed forces may find satisfaction in their military
duties, and leave .the immediate operation of the government ,
t o 'civilianso
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